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ABSTRACT

Thin investigationwa_ conducted in order to ascertain the

feasibilityof the applicati:,nof ion exchange resine in gaseous systeins.

While some pre_.ous work has been done in the field of gas absorption

with chernic_i reaction b7 solutions,of polyelectrol-_es,_"",-c,srepresent;

th= _ir._time thatthe ion exchange materia!_ have been utdiz_d in the

solid state° The _!ajor effor__as dirertcd toward the remoeal of c_rbon

dio._Sd-_ _ronl an air stream by weak-base resins. Gorr_mercia! products,

Dov;_x WGR, Dowex-3_ Dowex-4, Arnberlite iRA-93, and a resiu

synthesized b F cros_ .lin_king _el:'_th ! " 'p_ _= __en_m_ne wi_.h epichlorohydrin, were

te_ted°

Unique packed beds were constructed to _dlminate channeling, and

CO 2 removal from a gas stream was studied at various levels of carbon

dioxide partial pressure, temperature, and relative humidity. A

corre!a._ion of equilibrium capacit 7 with these variables wa_ obtained.

The capacities found appea'rto be consistent with those found for similar

materials"' in dilute sol :'_t_ons'.

A four step reaction mechanisrr.. 9.s postulated, consistin_ o{:

1, Absorption of CO 2 _rom the hulk gas stream u,_ross a gaseous

boundary layer to a thin liq,:ddfilm eurrou.nding_he resin particle,

ct.tO
governed by the equatlon: rate = _G(_GAS- s

the solubilityof CO z _n th_ liquid;

2. Transfer o¢_GO z acz-o_zthe liquldfilm via a llnea_-_oncentration

grad!en_ _o the ._rface of the solid,,;:herea distributioncoefficien:,

R, between the solid and li.uidconcentrat'ona operates, to giveO"

i
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": 3. Slow diifusion of COz uwa_" fro.=n the surface toward_ the,
$

interior of ,+.he sphc_rical particle by Fick:s b_-w:

SOLH-) = Dvj Z
---',:,_7__'-_ cSO LID

4. Rapid reaction c,fCO 2 with resin inside the particle by

F,3NH+OH - ± CO 2 + H20 = HzCO 3 + R3NH+OH - = _!3NH+HCO;
+
H20

For hb/s ntechanis:r', the solutions of the diffusion equaticr._ have be=an

found and e:nr,!eycd to gi_e good correlation of the dat#..

Finally. _ i_a_Jihie system using ______re_ins as ai_ rurifiers_in

enclos=:t a__-eas,_ucn ._ space capsule cabins, was designed for the o,.st

material, the polyethylenimine-eplzbiorohydrin resin. The equipment

required to rnain'.ainan atmosphere of 0.65g0CO z and 50_0 relative

b:amidit7 at Z0°C for t_.o men consisted of four packed beds (two large.

for COp. absorption, and two s_na]l, for water absorption) containing a

total of 37 pounds of resin, a shell:and-tube air humidifier to saturate

f_e colunm feed stream, and a he_.% exchanger to condemse the -_ater

vaporized during regeneration. The important numerical values associated

with the design are"

Total Volume: Less than ten cubic feet

Power (Heating): 113_ watts

Condenser c:_oling: 2970 B_l/hr.

C_p_city: 95. i grams of COg and 82 grams of water per hour

The system is regenerated by heating the beds to 80°C a,_.d

applying a vacuum. Use of the space vacuu_n available eliminates the need

for a vacuum, pump and permits the CO 2 to be immediately dumped.

ii
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I. INTRODUCTION

_A. B- ck rm.

With the rdvent of vehicles such as submarines and spacecraft

which remove man frorr,lai_nataral environment, vohere he has an

inexhaustible supply of breathable air, it has become mandatory that a

method be -flcveloped to sustain him in a small, finite atmosphere. All

, _n.. carbon dioxide which hc continuously zntroduces into this

atmosphere by perspirotion and exhalation must tLerefore be centinuousiv

re_-noved if he is to survive. Neither of these sub_.ances would present

much difficulty if the duration of *_,_ man's e_,.,-apsulation were short and

physical requirements not criticM, a

A/r conditioning systems e_sily remove inoisture 2,i_ cooling and

condensation, b_.x_the equiprr-ent involved is heavy, large in volurne, and

very consuming of power. The current atmosphere control method

employed in submarines utilizes the chemical _eaction between CO 2 and

the weak base _,_onoethanolamine (MEA) (i), but this is a toxic, volatile,

combustible liquid which requires large storage volumes and high

regeneration temperatures (with the accompanying higP,power_load), and

which degenerates a/_er a time in the presence of a_no_pheric oxygen

to give off-noxious ammonia gas (P.). The curreni:S!_ee_program utilizes

the chemical reactionz be ty/scn CO z and the strong base lithium hydroxide _

(LiOH) (1), b,;t this requires a large inventory of fresh material, for t_,e

_/ reaction is irreversible. It would appear that the erite#ia for finding a I-

more suitable system are:

I. Ability to remove CO_. anti.dispose of it; _..

Z. Ability to remove-water and save it for further use;
J

3. High cap_ities for both these substance.; _J :-
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" 4. Com_pactne ss;

5. Low power requirement;

6. Reversible reaction, w._th ease of regeneration, for continuous,

long-term operation.

The quaiffication_ cot_id be met by a substance -with the following

properties:

1. A base, so that it could react _.;'ith the weak acid HzCO3;

2. A porous, hygroscopic material, to absorb water;

3. Large usable capacity, namely, large pore volume and

accessible basic constituents;

4. A solid, so tha_ large solution volumes and leakage problem_

could be done away with;

5. Small temperature changes (low heat of reaction and favorable

equilibrium constants} to _rrAnirrAze the power load;

6. Fast and cv:___p|ete reverse reaction.

An anionic ion-exchange resin wh_ch is a basic po!yamine solidified by a

small amount of crossiinking fits these requirements.

The groundwork for this investigation of gaseous ion exchange was

!aid by Robins (3)_ "_vhothrough e _x__erirnents with dilute solutions found

that polymers, particularly poly-N-methylethylenimine, were available

which were capable of the CO 2 absorption needed, by Saber (4), who was
%

able to synthesize a solid resin from polyethylenimine which had ennugh

available -NH- sites to give a capacity for strong zcid of over 9 milli-

equivalents per gram of resin when in its basic state (by comparison, the

theoretical stron_ _cid capacity for potassium hy.droxi'de is only 17.9 meq

per gram), sad by Tetenbaum a:_d Oregor (5), who investigated the

e_istence of a coupled film-particle diffusion mechanism for liquid-solid
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" ion exchange (for a lightly cross-linked resin of polystyrenes,_Ifonic

acid). High cap.oiLy commercial resins were also :eadily available,

and merited consideration because the synthesis of Saber's resider is

perhaps too time-consuming to _ut on a large _cr.]e.

This method coulrl be easil 7 extended (with the appropriate resins)

_.o the efflr_ _-*.. .-'_-_n._--_-v_-__.of small amounts of other ionic comuofients,, such

as NH 3, HCI, SO Z, and SOy from gas streams.

|
|

i
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B. Statement of the Problem

Polyarnine, weak-base ion exchange resins were to be tested for

their ability to absorb carbon dioxide from an air stream under _rarious

operating conditions of temperature, CO 2 concentration, and relative

humidity. Having found a corr.ipound with both high CO 2 capacity and

rea_onab!e absorption rates, an atre_o_pheric condit:_.oning syste____

employing this material and suitable for the maintenance of a closed

volume, co._.;aining two breatbing human bei,,gs, at a CO Z level of 0.65

volume per cent and a relative humidity of 50% (at 20°C), was to be

designed.
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II. RESINS

A., Polyethylenimin e- Epic hlor ohydrin

Zhe structure of polyethylenim,_ne has as its repeating (monomer}

unit the group -CH2-CH2-NH- which arises from the opening of the

three-membered ethylenimine ring. This polymerization is normally

initiated by a protonation reaction with HC1 acting on one ring, (6)

v_'NH2 _The highly reacti CI- configuration (still in the cycl.i_ _. state) then

opens its ring with a second molecule to form:

H2C +

I\NH-CH2-CH2-NH2Cl-
HaC /

The trailing NH2C1- continues the process. _ -

With such a structure, it would appear that, if each of the repeating

nitrogens in the final polymer could be made reactive, the polymer would j_

have an equivalent weight of 43. If one were then to proton_te the pol_uner

with a strongly basic solution, a strong acid capacity of 1000/43 or 23.2 _

meq per gram would be found. However, the smallness of the monomer

unit prevents this from happening; the -NH- groups are too close together. _;

The charge density associated with the -NH+OH -- structure is too high

to permit the existence of another such group separated from it by only

a -CH2-CH Z- _roup (7). Thus it has been found that the strong acid

capacity should be very nearly one-hall of the above, or 11.6 meq per

gram. The polymer, as supplied by the Chemirad Corp._ is a 50T0 by

weight water solution. The polymer cannot be completely dried by freeze

drying or evaporation, so that its measured capacity (per moist gram) is

again slightly less. The residual water is usually- about 5 to 10 per cent,

since temperatures higher than about 90°C cannot be employed in the
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drying operation. Cross-linking, in order to form a mechanicall F

strong solid, reduces the capacity per gram of the resultant resin even

further.

Epichlorohydrin was used as a crJss-linking agent. Its structure,

containing two reactive groups in a short chain, is ideal for use with a

straight chain poly_mer containing a rnultitude of NH sites. When the

recommended (8) ratio (based on a PEI equivalent weight of 43) of 4. Z

moles of PEI per mole of ECH was employed and the resultant product

crushed and refiuxed with me.hanoi, a whitish solid was obtained for

the finely ground material. The particles in the Z8 to 48 mesh range

had, however, a yellowish tinge due to trapped linear polymer which the

methanol was unable to extract. The solid took on more of a bluish-green

hue when treated with strong base (1MKOH). This resin could be expected

to have a strong acid capacity in the neighborhood of 9 meq/gram.

This material was prepared, according to the method of Saber (4),

who also su_geq_o__.... _11°_that the 4.2: molar ratio of dehydrated PEI to ECH

afforded the best combination of capacity and mechanical strength. The

PEI was dehydrated for at least 24 hours in a rotary vacuum evaporator

at 90°C. Subsequent analysis (9) showed that this treatment could result

in a PEI product containing as little as 2% water by weight-a distinct

improvement upon Saber's ol_ginal freeze-drying technique.

First Z00 g. of 50% PEI (unit monomer molecular weight of 43)

solution equlvalent _o Z. 33 moles of PEI were placed in a flask and

subjected to the rotary vacuum evaporation treatment. Then 5.1 grams

of ECH (equivalent to the required 4.2 molar ratio) were slowly added to

the dehydrated PEI (which had been dis_ lved in about Z50 grams of

methanol) with continuous rapid agitation to insure more uniform mixing.
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After an hour's agitation period, the material, now quite viscous, was

poured into four large pyrex baking dishes to gi-Je a large surface to

volume rati¢, for drying. The dishes were heated in a vented oven at 65 °

for two hours. After remaining in the oven overnight at close to room

temFerature, they were reheated at 65°C for an additional hour (8).

The resulting sheets, which had cracked into small flexible pieces

roughly 1/4" x 1/4", were ground it. a ball mill (using ceramic cylinders

to do the grinding) for one day, and then further pulverized in a blender

using dodecane as a non-solvent, liquid medium. The fine particles

were then treated for several days in a Soxhlet extraction apl_aratus with

methanol to dissolve the uncrosslinked PEI. The extracted material was

drled overnight in the oven under low heat to remove the remaining

methanol. The dried particles were sieved, with the 28 to 48 mesh cut

retained for fixed bed use, the greater-than-48 mesh cut retained for

fluidized bed use, and the less-than-28 mesh cut returned to the blender

for further grinding.

c_

t

?

v

!
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B. Commercial Resins

Dowex WGR is made by reacting the polyme "

 -CHz-CH-)n
l

i
CH2CI

(where the symbol _ denotes the phenyl group) witl_tetraethylene

pentamine (TEP) •

H2N--(-CH?- CH2-NH-_3 CH2-CH2-NH 2

The nitrogen atoms provide five active sites per nz_.olecule. The reaction

should progress favorably in basic media by virture of the formation of

HC1 as the inorganic product. The TEP provides _oss-linkages for the

original polymer because more than one of the nitrogens in each molecul_ ,,_

can react.

The equivalent weight of this material should be the unit weight,

305, divided by the average number of amine sites which are protnnated.

Wh_re the PEI_ECH resin was concerned, it was noted that only alternating

sites could take on the RzNHz+_H" configuration need,._d due to high charge

density. In the present case also, the nitrogen atoms are _;eparated by

only a -CHz-CH 2- group. One should then be able to protonate only the

2 and 4 positions or the 1, 3 and 5 positions, so that the equivalent weight

on this basis alone should be 305/2.5, or 122, for a theoretical strong

electrolyte capacity of 1060/1ZZ or 8. Z meq/gm.

An additional decrease in capacity should be observed because cf

the effect of TEP as a cross-linking agent. Each linkage involves on__.ee

TEP chain and two monomer units of the origina! polymer. If _ach TEP

molecule crosb-linlced, the resultant eq.uivalen*, weight would be

4Zl/Z. 5 or 168.3, so that a strong acid capacity of 5.94 (=1000/168.._)
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rneq/gm would be exhibi',_.ed.

Each cross-linkage xnakes the particular amine site involved a

stronger base. Basicity increases with the degree of substitution of R

groups for hydrogen atoms cn the nitrogen, making these atom_ .-_..ore

likely sites for protonation. It is also possible for one TEP molecule to

react with more than two polymer chains. The d_gree to which these

multiple linkages occur depends strongly on steric hindrance exhibited

by the long chains and by the phenyl groups. Multiple linkages also

. introduce more three-dhnensional charge density effects which inhibit

protonation. These additional complications make an accurate capacity

prediction u_-zfeasible; only an acid-base titration can provide the

information. \_
f

Rohrn & Haas Amberlite IRA-93 is a styrene-divinyl benzene

copolymer containing only tertiary amine groups (which cannot form

carbarnates (ZE)). Its protonated reactive sites thus have the _

R- -+H OH" configuration. Titrations performed by the manufacturer _.

show this material to have a strong acid capacity of 4.4 meq/gm. The _
! I!

outstanding feature of this resin is its so-called ' macroreticularity ,

*.hat is, its possession of many large-diameter pores, which increase the _

diffusion rate, in each spherical particle. _
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C. TreatInent Prior to Use
,, r -- i i

Dowex-3 a,ad Dowex WGR are available in the strongly acidic

chloride form, vil-,ile Dowex-4 and Rohm & Haas Amberlite IRA-03 are

shipped in the free base form. Since an acid-base neutralization reaction

is required for resin operation (R3NH+OH" + H2CO3"_ R3NH+t{CO3-+HzO)

the higher the initial pH of the material, the higher its capacity. Therefore

all resins were soaked for a minimum of twelve hours in an agitated

!.M_ KOH so!uticn to convert them to the hydroxide form. This KOH

solution was decarJted, and the particles agitated with delonized water

down to a pH of 11 to wash away excess KOH which is itself, cf course,

a high capacity CO 2 absorbent. In addition, it has been found that the

chloride ion catalyzes the hydration of carbon dioxide (10). The data of

Robins (3) indicate a substantial increase in _otal exchange capacity for

CO 2 when these resins are suspended (in base form} in KC1 solutions

instead of just in pure deionized water. The final step in preparation

was to soak the resins in a 1M KC1 solution. The pH of this solution

was raised to 1i by the addition of a small amount o_ solid KOH (which

rapidly dissolved) to prevent lowering the pH of the particles to less than

11 during the several hours duration of the agitation. The resin was

thereafter considered ready for packing in _he column.

The resin particles tend to agglomerate when moist. The

material could not be dried before packing since carbamates are formed

at higher temperatures when the dry resin exhibits a pH greater than 8.0

(3}, A liquid was thus required to aid distributio:a of the particles among

the meshes of _he "Vexar" screens. In order to maintain the resin in its

correct final condition the wash liquid used was again a one molar KC1

solution having a pH of ll. Excess solution was drained with the help of

vibration.
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D. Titrations to Determine Strong Electrolyte Capacity
' ' i

Five different ion exchange resins were available for study:

Dowex-3, Dowex-4, Dowex WGR, Rohm & Haas IRA-93_ and +he
5

aforementioned PEI-ECH. Accompanying literature gave the strong

electrolyte capacity of IRA-93 as 4.4 milliequivalents per dry gram.

It was necessary to titrate the remaining resins with NaGI-I and HC1 to _

determine thei.___rcapacities. The proc£dure follows.

Between one ,,.,,,,..,three grams of moist rcsin _'ere placed in a

flask and agitated overnight in the presence of a IM NaOH solution.

The liquid was decanted and the resin washed with deionized water ._
$,

until the pH of the wash water, as determined by pH indicator paper, ;_

was slightly less than 11. A measured amount of standard . 2N HC1

solution (obtained from Fisher Scientific, standardized and sealed) _

was added---either 100 or lZ5 rnl., dei_ending on the amourt of resin I

being used. The flasks were again stoppered and agitated overnight. _

These resin suspension_ were then titrated with . ZN NaOH solution _

(also obtained standardized and sealed from Fisher Scientific) to the _

phenolphthalein end-point. Capacity was calculated by: (. Z meq/ml)

(rnl HC1 - ml NaOH)/wt. of resin. The weight of the moist resin was

known; to obtain the dry weight, the resin was filtered and the particles

placed in a weighing tin of known weight. The tin was placed in an oven

at 80°C and weighed every few hours until a constant weight was noticed

for two consecutive measurements.

The results of these titrations are shown in Table 1. Comparison

of the capacities shows the PEI-ECH to be highest, with Dowex WGR next.

These two were therefore chosen for extensive packed bed treatment with

1dilute mixtures of CO 2 in air to determine thai; ability to neutralize the

weak acid H?CO 3. Dilute-solution data (I 1) indicated that dilute solutions

r
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TABLE I

TITRATiONS TO DETERMINE STRONG ACID CAPACITIES AT Z0eC

M_kTERIA L MOIST WT. m] HCI ml. NaOH DRY %_T. CAPACITY

Dowex-3 1.5Z86gm 100.3 78.9 1. 3671 3.14 rneq/dry gm

Dowex-4 1. 7835gm 100.3 77.5 1. 3003 3.51 meq/dry 8m

DowexWGR 1.3461gm i25.0 103.0 .7568 5.81 meq/dry gm

PEi-ECH }. 0056gin lZ5.1 98.0 .5970 9.08 meq/dry gm
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of methyl polyethyienirnine, -(-HCCH3-CHz-NH_n would absorb b_tween

0.16 and 0.24 grains of CO 2 per gram of resin when exposed to an

atmospheze of 3.0% CO z, the actual value incre__.slng with the salt

concentration in the solution. The IRA-93 was also tested further, since

Jt was hoped that its large pore volume would make diffusion within the

particles less of a rate-determining step.

°
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Ill. EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

A. Instrumentation

The quantities whose magnitudes are required for the material

b_lance and reaction rate calculations are carbon dioxide concentration

(exit only), inlet and exit humidity, volumetric gas flow_ reaction

temperat_ire, and time.

The inlet carbon dioxide concentration is determined by the

_theson Company which analyses the composition of the cylinders of

compressed gas used as feed. The exit CO z concentration is measured

by means of a Liston-Becker infrared analyzer, supplied and set%iced

by the Beckman Co. This device yields a signal which varies

(non-linearly) with volumetric CO 2 percep&age, from zero to ten volts.

A standard calibration curve (Figure I) was obtained fro,n four repro-

ducible experimental points: 0.00go, 0.30_0, 0.65_0, and ;. 00_0 carbon

dioxide. _T_was found tha_ prepurified grade nitrogen and compressed

ambient aii'which had been passed through a bed of Fisher Scientific

"[ndicarb" reagent gave the same "zero" point. The aforeme,._ioned

Matheson-analyzed gases were used as standards. The zero and top-scale

(!g0 CO z) points were checked before and after each run, since the device

is prone to some time-variation in its calibration. Occasionally, the

intermediate (0.30_0 and 0.65_0 CO2) points were checked, but their

positions relative to the two e_,d-points were found to be invariant.

(That this should be so is intuitively obvious since the initialsteps of

calibration always result in setting O. 00_0 CO z at zero volts and I.00_o CO z

at 10. 0 volts. )

Two additional precautions were nececsitated by the analyzer's

sensitivity to humidity and pressure. To accommodate the first difficulty,
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the detecting probe for the outlet humidity was placed between the reactor

and the analyzer, and the gas was then dehun_idified bl/ passage through

a bed of Driel.te (anhydrous CaSO_). The second problem was compen-

sated for by making all calibration readings at a gas flow"rate approxi-

mately the same as that used during the actual run, and sufficient to keep

the analyzer from lagging behind the actual concentration by more than

about thirty seconds. (The manufacturer states that the analyzer is

pressure-sensitive, but not flo-w-sensitive; however, since we are dealing

with a compressible fluid flowing through a inyriad of small tubes and

fittings, pressure an¢_ flow rale are definitely inter-related through the

Navier-Stokes equations. )

Combination wide-range relative humidity and temperature probes

and accompanying amplifiers and indicators were supplied by the

Hygredynamics Division of the American Instrument Company. Each of

these elements was calibrated by the manufacturer. The calibrations

were guaranteed invariant as lcag as no liquid water contacted the sensors

(lest the Li C1 coating, upon which measurements depend, be washed off).

As a check, the probes were occasionally calibrated againr_t each other

when it was suspected that condensation of moisture might have occurred

on one of them. In two cases this was found to have occurred, and these

elements were replaced.

Both the CO 2 analyzer and the humidity sensor amplifiers were

provided with cables for connections with potentiometric recorders, and

Bausch and Lomb VOM-5 recorders (with one second full scale response

time) were used. Their time-accuracy was excellent. Time for the

individual runs was kept with a stopwatch.
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_* Volumetrlc gas flow was measured by a dry te_t meter supplied

and calibrated by the Bro:,l:,lyn Union Gas Company; this device could be

read to about . 003 cubic_eet.

The resin bed itself was kept at a constant temperature by

submersion in an insulated, stirred tank of water (or water/ice mixture)

containing two immersion heaters powered by varible voltage supplies.

The feed gas was first passed through a twenty-foot coil of copper tubing

submerged in the same bath so that its temperature _:,:.lcided with that

of the bed. Temperatures were read from a Fisher thermometer

accurate to about 0. Z°C.
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B. The Packed Bed

t. Packing Scheme

The properties of the res,ns which were responsible for the low,

inaccurate capacities obtained early in this work were low density and

sv.elling. The former made gas channeling, especially along the

container "wall, easy. The result was that the gas _aiied tc contact most

of the particles. Since diffiJsionthrough the untouched particles (and the

resultant stagnant void spaces among them) is slow, it follows that the

inlet and exit CO 2 concentrations would quickly become essentially equal,

ant_ onu would erroneously conclude that saturation had been reached.

If. af±er allowing the bed to sit for awhile, gas flow was again initiated,

more COp take-up would be observed, that which ha3 previously been

absorbed having distributed itself by diffusion more uniformly throughout

the remainder of the bed. Swelling of the wet particles prevented use of

tight packing at the top and bottom of the bed as a corrective measure.

It was necessary to create a rnor_ tortuous path for the gas to

traverse, with special attention given to making the cylinder wall an

undesirable fluid highway. The gas was forced to constantly change its

direction of flow by stacking the column with 6 mesh DuPont "Vexar"

screening which had been stamped out in circles conforming to the inside

diameter of _he tube. The interstices of the screens were completely

filled with the resin pr, rticles, acco:_panied by vibration to obtain the

densest possible packing. The gas was further prevented from traveling

along the walls for any considerable distance by packing the column in

inch-long sections, each section being marked by a brass plate wibh the

following features: (Figure Z) a few holes drilled in the center (less than

25°/0 of _he surface perforated) completely encircled by an airtight O-ring
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gasket; a 65 n_esh screen epoxied to one "_e; all exposed faces

lacquered with epoxy resin. The cen_er holes and _heO-ring forced the

gas to leave each section only through ti,e center; yet no two consecutive

plates had their holes completely aligned l_st the gas adopt the center as

apreferred path. The screening prevented any particles from leaving

their own section, either by gravity or _'luidization, and the epoxy coating

kept the extremely basic and alnmoniaca] resins from reacting with the

copper portion of the brass alloy (l_).

The column used was a one foot length of boro_i!icate glass of 44ram

inside diameter with a Z nnn thick wail. Glass was chosen so *hat the

arrangement of the particles, screens, and plates could be seen.

The column was asse._bled as follows: The bottom plate (and its

acconlpanying stand) was put into place, and the first "Vexar" screen

laid flat on top of it. The meshes were filled with the wet resin and a

small amount of KCI solution. %Vhen no more settling was observed after

a period of mechanical vibration, more reein was added antil the thickness

of the particle layer was slightly greater than the "Vexar" thickness.

Further vibration then equalized these thicknesses. These steps were

repeated until eight screens had been filled, each screen rotated between

30 ° and 45 ° with respect to its predecessor. A perforated brass plate

was then slowly worked down the column until it rested in contact wi_h

the completed section; the nex + section was begun by stacking right on

top of this plate.
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2. "1"he Column

A transparent column was used so that: 1) auy non-uniformities

in the packing could be observ,.d and immediately corrected during the

stacking process, and: Z) any unfavorable action during an experimental

run, _uch as channeling, excess surface moisture, excessive surface

drying, and fluidiza_ion were also visible. Channeling prevents complete

gas-solid contacting. Excessive surfa=e moisture is injurious to the

relative hu____idity probes if ent':ainn-v.nt occurs, besides 7ield/ug slightly-

false capacity since its basic condi+ion permits it to absorb some CO 2.

Excessive surface drying lowers the x esin's capacity by- failing to provide

su/.ficient water fo, carbon diox/de hydration and bicarbonate ion formation.

Fluidization is a further consequence of excessive drying, wherein the

density of the particles is sufficiently reduced to per,nit the gas to

fluidize some of them, leading to channeling through the now-vacant

portion of the bed.

Borosilicate glass tubing was chosen not only for -:_o great mechanical

strength, nece-_sar_ I +c -_i£hstand the pressures of the mass of wet resin,

the tight 0-ring gaskets, and the feed gas, but also for its low thermal

expansion coefficient, lest it de(otto under the application of the 70°C to

80Oc temperatures of the regeneration process. This low coefficient of

expansion was, however, responsible for the overall design shown in

Figure 3. Since the stainless steel rods holding the brass plates expanded,

in the hot bath, more than the glass tube, it was necessary to introduce

: springs between the plates and the securing nuts. These springs maintained

sufficient tension to prevent the gaskets of the plates from separating from

the ends of the glass tubing, thus providing leakproof seals.
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_ C. Ope.rating Procedures
%

1. Absorption

Figure 4 is a schematic flow diagram of the entire experimental

system. After the resin bed was inserted into the bath, and the connecting

joints tightened, it was pretreated by blowing 100% relative humidity,

CO2-free air, at the desired reaction temperature through it until no

evolution of CO 2 or liquid was detected. Then it was isolated from the

remainder of the equipment by the exit-and entrance-line needle valves.

The CO 2 analyzer was recalibrated, with the final calibration point

utilizing the same gas composition as the actual run. At the same time,

this gas was bubbled through the humidifier column for approximately

one-half hour to insure that the deionized water in the column was in

equilibrium with this feed gas. The water temperature and bypass _-atio

also were adjusted to provide the desired feed relative humidity. When

all of the above was accomplished and the bath temperature had reached

its required value, the reactor bypass was closed and the reactor inlet

and exit valves opened. The gas meter reading was taken and the stop-

watch and recorders were started. Intermittent readings of bath

temper,,.ture, cumulative gas flow, and inlet gas relative humidity and

terr, perature were taken. Since every run which was made to complete

CO 2 saturation demonstrated a linear concentration versus time

dependency over the concluding portion, suitable shorter times were

utilized together with linear extrapolation to determine some of the total

CO 2 absorptior_-capacities. A run was considered concluded when the

exit and inlet carbon dioxide concentrations coincided. [Since the inlet and

•- e._-it gas flow rates were equal, a CO 2 mass balanc_ shows this criterion

_or lack of further CO 2 takeup by the resin.] The totaltime and cumulative
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e- volumetric gas flow were noted. The infrared calibrationwas _hen

checked. Any necessary corz,_.ctions (always minor, because the drift

of this apparatus was small) c{ concentration readings were made.

P

J
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2. Regeneration

Since the requirements for absorption included low temperature

(increasing the value of the equilibrium constant) and positive concentration

gradients from fluid to interface and interface to particle interior, regener-

ation was effected by setting up conditions favorable to the reverse reaction:

no CO2 in the gas feed, to change the direction of the concentration gradient,

and elevated temperature (70°C to 80°C), to decrease the equilibrium

constant while increasing the reaction rate. The carbon dioxide was

removed from the air supplied by the compressor b 7 Fisher "Indicarb"

reagent, a strongly basic solid which indicated through color change when

replacement was needed. Regeneration was usually carried out in two

steps. The temperature during the first portion was maintained at the

same value as that which was used during the absorption run. Thus the

rate of the reverse reaction at this temperature was obtained. The amount

of carbon dioxide removed was r_!ways less than the amount absorbed during

absorption. The ba*h was then heated at least to 70°G, high humidit 7,

COz-free gas fed, and most of the remainder of the CO Z thus removed.

Since the resin became somewhat dried out during this h__gh temueraV_re

step, the bed was wet down with a KC1 solution of pH 11 (of. RESINS:

Treatment Prior to Use) before the next run.
7;
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D. Calculation Procedures
i |%,

The major data obtained directly were potentiometric recorder

graphs of output voltage from the CO 2 anaiyzer of the reactor exit gas

stream versus time. These data were .-onverted to output-carbon-dioxide

mol percentage-versus-time plots through the analyzer calibration curve.

This curve was drawn from the parabolic equation extracted from a curvi-

linear regression analysis (13) done on the four replicated calibration

points (Figure 1). For a constant gas flow rate, the mi:J.6quivalents of

carbon dioxide transferred per unit mass of resin was equal Lo

f 492 ) (1263) ( I ) (A)/W _(V) \460 + T _ : re:

V = measured volumetric gas _c-_ --'. "t3/min;

492 = correction to standard conditions, T in OF460 + T

(Since the gas meter outlet is open to the atmosphere
no pressure correction is necessary. );

1263 = number o£ milliequivalents of CO 2 For standard

cubic foot of pure CO 2 (assuming H2CO 3 is only

singly ionized);

1 lb. inole x 453.6 g moles x 1_ meq
359s c f lb. mole groove x I000 eq :

i
= conversion of mole _'0to mole fraction

A = area between curve and horizontal feed gas concen- _

tration line (concentrations given as mole _0) !;

_Ar = dry weight of resin

This equation can be derived from a differential material balance:

accumulation = material in - material out

(a __ ) ( ".92 __) , / 492 _( )Wd ccu_lation = V _460+ T/ C'indt" vk_6"_'T- ) _ Coutdt

R
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)  737vj,c dtW f atiou dt = _460 + T in _out )
O . O

• accamulation 5737 V
• , = accumulation per unit mass = i_6_.--_- (A/W).• W

Cin
_/ The cross-hatched area

f isA.

L=(c. -

in Coat)
0 #

t

The rate of reacti-- at any time can be determined through the same

balance:

rate = moleg absorbed per unit time

t2 (accu lation) 5737 V tlt2
460+ q_ f ( c.m- dtW f d _u_ C°ut )

-1

rate = .. . t2-tl _ - t2 .tl

t 2

Since (t2-tl)canbereprese_edag j_i2dtandtl (c. -in Cout) dt

by the mean value theorem as ( C.ln - Cout)avg ftz. dt, we can write:

t 2r dt5737 V 3.

(C.ln- ?out )e.v_ tl460.Trate = .....

t _2 dt
,&

The limit of this expression as t2--_ t 1 i.e. the instantaneous rate, is

| i ,
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/5737 V h(t)
c The magnitude of the rate is then

• in eu instant" •.

proportional to the distance L in the accompanying figure, i. e

" 5737 VL
rate = 460 +'T

Apparently then, the rate is a function of the gas flow rate V.

However it was determined experimentally that the rate was independent

of V, the reason being the value of Cou t so adjusts itself that the product

V(cin - rout} varies only with t. Therefore, in order to matte comparison

of the results more convenient, all graphs have been drawn on a common-

basis volumetric gas flow rate of 0. Z standard cubic feet per minute.

The water capacity of the resin was obtained by vacuum-filtering

a water-suspension of the resin, which had been left to soak for several

hours with agitation, quickly weighing four small samples of the wet

filtrate, and oven-drying them to constant weight. The water capacity

is then simply:

W t. of .wet sa.m. ple - w t., of dry sample grams H20/gram dry resin.Wt. of dry sample
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I_r _STULAT£D REACTION MECHANISM

Consider a porous, spherical resin particle, as _hown in Figure

5, of radius a , v, hose interior is completely saturated with liquid and

whose exterior is completely surrounded by a very thin film, of thickness

5 , of the same liquid. Assume that a gas. one of whose components.w

is soluble in this liquid, surrounds the film. Le_ PGAS denote the

partial pressure of the soluble gaseous component in atmospheres,

s the solubility of this component in the liquid in moles per unit

volume per atmosphere, R the distribution coefficient defined as the

ratio of the concentration in the solid phase to the concentration in the

liquid phase, k G the mass transfer coefficient between the gaseous

phase and the film phase in moles per unit surface area per unit time

and k L the mass transfer coefficient between the :ilm phase and the

resin phase in moles per unit surface area per unit time. If the gas is

not stagnant, but instead flows past the sphere, albeit at a low enough

velocity that the film remains undisturbed, then constantly supplying

fresh gas should keep PGAS constant. For isothcrmal conditions

kG, kL' R , and s , which should be functions of temperature onty,

will be invariant. The gas phase r_._ss transfer coefficient k G has

associated with it the partial pressure during force PGAS - PINTERFACE'

the gas at the interface being considered to be in equilibrium with the

liquid at the interface. Suppose that the liquid film concentration also

varies linearly, and that diffusion from the surface to the inside of the

resin particle i_ very slow. Unsteady state material balances are now

made at the two phase boundaries. Calling the molar concentration

in the liquid at the gas-liquid interface cL and the molar concentration

in the solid c R (so that (CR) r=a is the concentration in the solid at
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the film-particle interface, assumed to be in equilibrium with the

liquid at the interface) we have (see Figure5):

3 w (a + 5 _ a 3 L _ kG _ (a+5)2 (PGAs PINTEPFACI_ )-- dt -

(I)
(CR) r=a

"kL(4W a2) (CL -q ) and,

z _ de_... = ) (CR) r=a D _ Ix) (4rra)2
( 3 _ra_) (--_:-)r=a kL(4=a') (CL R )" R._. r=a

(z)

c L
With 6 << a, and PINTERFACE = ---s ' these, reduce to:

dCL kG CL kL (CR) r= a
d--_ = _(PGAs " "_-) - [ (eL - R )

d(CR) r=a 3kL ( (CR) r=a 1dt = -- c. u

Differentiating equation 1 with respect to tinee and substitutin_ first

d (CR) r = a
equation 2 for dt and then again equation 1 for (OR) r= a

i yieids:

dt + +--6--+ d-_-'-+'l_aSRs ] CL = \ a6 R PC,AS

c 1

The boundary conditions are: (CR) r= a = cI and c L = --_--- at t=0 _,

(i. e_ sonde of the diffusing substance is a?.ready present, but there is

phase equilibrium,h The particular integral is c L = s PGAS'

Setting +. + _- = 2_ and a_Rs ] = _l

The complementary _-', ;_'m is found (-_,1 from the indicia1 equatLon:

2
tn + Z_m +:i = 0_ who_._.two roots are: m I ::-_ + -II and

t
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/3-

m It m2t

T:len c L = A e + Be + SPGA s (4}

c I

which yielde -_- = A + B + s PGAS from the first boundary condition.

Putting equation 4 into equation 2 and solving by the integrating factor

method gives;

3kLAR m 1 t 3kLBR m2t

(c R) :_ aRml e _-• r=a 3k._,, + , 3k r + arm2 e + RSPGAs (5)

Inserting the se:ond boundary condition and solving for A and B with

the previous boundar 7 equation yields:

_ m2 mlt rnl mzt 1)(CR) r=a-Cl " m;Z_n z e rnl'm2 e + (RSPGAs - Cl ) (6)

: Subs_tuting into equation 6 the values of m I and m2:

{7)

+ l_ (Y_.s PGAS - Cl )"

.Z
If rl << _ w'.acb, is reasonable for snell 5-- and large R0 thena

-_ 0 and e "(g +* It damps out very quickly. At

the same time -_-. ... -* -I, and, by ap01ication of the binomial

e2-

'£.

_J expansion to _ b retaining only the first tmo terms, f_.nal:_r yields: _.
g a
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The final (equ_Aibrium) value of (CR) ._-a = CEQ = Rs PGAS which is

certainly correct,

Now apply Fick's Law (15) to e. sphere whose surface concentration

is described by (c R) r=-a = (cEQ- Cl ) (1-c] -e -_t) and within which a

chemical reaction is taking place which imrnobilizes the diffusing

substance according to the relatio_ CIMMOBIL, = a CR:

8 cR D _2 = Dt _2
8_ - a+i CR cR (9)

where D is the actual diffusivity in the resin

D
phase and D w= a+l

Rewriting equation 9 _a terms of a nev_ variable u =cRr (assurnJng

no angular concentration dependence):

p
_u D _}'u

= (lO)
0t a+l 0r _

The initial condition is u = r c 1 at t=0 for _ii r ,

The boundary conditions are: u-c 1 = a(cEQ-.c 1) (1-e 75t) for t-0 at r= a

and u= 0 at r= 0 for all t.

Applying Laplace Transform methods to equation 10 yields (16):

, 1/2

cR- =1 ae ....
-- _ 2 : l/Z

CEQ-C 1 r sin{(.Sa /D) }
(11)

_Dln2v2t

''g" Z
- vD'r n=L_ n(n ir _a2/D |)
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t

8c R
dt gives"aking f (-'_--) r= a

o

--- = 1 ------_ e 1 co
Moo .8a -J

(12)

"_ _ exp ('D'nZw 2 t/a2)_Z 2. Z
Ir D' n=l n (n w - _a2/D ')

where M t is the cumulative amount of mate -ial which has difft, sed

into the sphere a'od Moo is the final total amount which has diffused

4 3
- is equal to the resin capacityin, given by _ _r a (CEQ c 1). 1._co

o_,ly if the initial concentration, c 1 , is equal to zero. Figures 70

through 78 of Appendix C show the curves of Mt/Moo vers tus_
v a

with _ a2/D ' as the third parameter. Table Z lists the Fortran

IV computer program which can be used to obtain the re§ults. (The

variables Lave been redefined as follows:

2 1/2
A= flag/D ' , B = (D't/a } , FRAC= Mr/MOO,

2 2B2-n 17

and SIGM_A e )
n-__l nz (nZ 2=A) "

The rate at which absortion into the particle from the surface _

dM t d( 1V£t/ Mu_ )
is taking place is: _ = Moo dt

Differentiating equation 12 with respect to time

• -)
(13) -
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T_IBLE 2

FORTRAN IV COMPUTER PROGRAM TO OBTAIN Mr/Moo AS A
D't

FUNCTION OF ---_ AT V _RIOUS PRESCRIBED VALUES OF _ ag/D '
a

READ (5, Z) K, L

2 F(_RMAT (214)

DI._,_ENSI@N A (15C, 8), B(150, 8), EN (100), SIGMA (150, 8),

IFRAC (I50, 8)

C_T(x)= C_ S (X)/SIN(m

D(_ I0 i= I;K

D(_ I0 J= 1,8

SIGMA(I, J)= 0.0

A (I,J)= 0.0

1o B(_ 1)= 0.0
D_ Z0 I = Z, K

D(_ Z0 J= Z, 8

A (I.J)= A(I-l, J) + 1.0

zo B (LJ)=B(L J-I)+0.I

D(_ 30 I= I,L

30 EN (I)= FL(_AT (I)_Z

D(_ 50 I= 7-,K

D(_ 50 J= Z,8

D(_ 40 N= I,L

AN = -EN (N) _9. 869588_B (I,J)_g

IF (ABS(AN). LE. 88. ) EAN = EXP (AN)

IF (ABS(AN). GT. 88. ) EAN = 0. 0

40 SIGMA (I, J) = SIGMA (I,.I')+ EAN/(EN(N)_

1 (EN(N)_9. 869588 - A(I, J))_

AX - SQRT (A(I,J))

BB = -A(I, J)_ i(I, J)*_2

IF (ABS(BB[). LE. 88. ) AB = EXP (BB)

J_F (ABS(BB). GT. 88. ) AB = 0

50 FRAC (I,J) = I. 0-(3.0_AB/A(I, J) _ (I.0 - AX_

IC(_T i&X))+ 6.0 _A(I, J) @ SIGMA tI,E)/9. 869588

WRITE (6,60)((FRAC_,I,J), A(I,J), E(I,J), I= I, K) J= 1,8)

60 F(_RMAT (3F8.4)

CALL EXIT

END
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Substituting equation 1 2 Znto equation 1 3.

R_tp = 8M Oo 6 exp( n 7r t/a2")..... co M " -"2 2
_o / ,-r 1 n

However Crank (16) gi_es as the solution to Fick's Law for a sphere

with a constant surface concentxation cEQ and an initial uniforrr, con-

centration c 1 (i. e. for _ = Oo) that:

-M t _ 2 2MOO 6 o_ exp(-D''n Tr t/a-

=--2 nb Z "Moo _r =1 n

It is therefore possible to represent the rate by:

Rate = [SMOO Mo o co _='x_ or,

by rearranging and equation with the rate equation developed in the

"Calculation Procedures" section

Mt 5737V (1 5) .
Rate = _Moo - = _T (cin" Cout)instant

Realizing that both of the Mt/Moo terms are complicated functions

involving finite series, it would appear that the use of the usual kinetic

e'_ ,ressions for ree.ction rate, involving only temperature-dependent consta._,ts

and products of concentrations, is not feasible for this type of re_tction 6

mechanism.

Now let us examine the exuerimental results to determine the _:-

extent to which this model agrees with them.

\

i
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V, DISCUSSION OF RESULI'S

A. General

I. Equilibrium

The values obtained for the equilibrium carbon dioxide

absorption at _90,% relative humidity were plotted, at the four different

temperature levels, against CO 2 partial pressure (cf. Figures 6,7,

8 and 9). Since the literature data for dilute polymer solutions (3)

indicated that this relationship might well follow a power law through

its obedience of the Katchalsky and Spitnik (17) modification of the

Henderson-Hasselbach equation (18), the curves were drawn on both

linear and logarithmic coordinates. The slopes of the linear correlations

and the (log 1) intercepts of the logarithmic correlations were employed

n (Tables
to define a__n.nequilibrium constant, i.e. K= (CAPACITY)/PCO 2

3 and 4). The derived K values were then piotted against I/T on

semi-logarithmic uaper and the least-squares lines drawn. (Figures

10 and 11)

Difficulties arise when an attempt is made to attribute the usual

thermodynamic significance to this equilibrium constant. It has been

established (19) that ion exchange equilibrium constants are really

functions of concentration if defined in the same manner as thermodynamic

equilibrium constants (meaning selecti_riry coefficients) i.e. ratio of the

activities of the reaction products to the activities of the reactants, each

raised to the appropriate stoichiom_.tric power (20). Thermodynamic

equilibrium constants show no such concentration dependence. A thermo-

dynamically rigorous ion exchange equilibrium constant must involve

additional terms in free solvent concentrations in both the resin and

solvent phases which can only be calculated for dilute Solutions fro:_
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TABLe, 3

SUMMARY OF CO 2 EQUILIBRrUM DAI'A AND C,%LCULATIONS FOR

PEI-ECH RESIN

CAP.

K=_'_2 nREACTION CONDITIONS CAPACITY "EQUIL. CONSTANT"i i| ii m .... .r-

(meqper n = 1 n = "b.684

PCO z " , .......TEMP (°C) (atm_) %RH dry gr. ) K calc.___K.K 1 K . _._K,.... ,,sq.,-----calc ,. sq.--

0 0.0i !00 4.06 406 _ 95 0
94, 8

0 0. 003 I00 i. 78 594 _'_" 94.7

20 0.01 1 O0
20 0.01 !00 2, 90 290 67.8
ZO 00l 1O0
20 0. 0065 I00 2, 20 348 312 69. 0 68, 0
Z0 0. 003 i00 I. 27 4Z4 67. 6
Z0 0.01 55 I. 03 !87_ 43.7 _
ZO O. O1 70 1.82 Z60" 60.8*

40 0, 01 100 2.06 206 48.2
Z]9 49. 5

40 0. 003 I00 I. 07 357 _6.9

70 0,. 01 100 1.06 106 24° 8
110 Z4,6

70 0. 003 100 0.45 150 24.0

"_These K values are corrected for the lowe_ ed r_!ative_hurnidity. The

equilibrium constant should be inversely proportional to the product of the

reactant concentrations raised to the stoichiometric powers, and ['{zO]vazies

directly with %RH. Therefore, the equation employed was:

Kreaction = (CAPACITOr/P COz n) (100/%RH).

NOTE: Least-square values of K were calculated for the best straight 1,.ine

n

plot of CAPACITY versus PCO?, passing throu_gh th_=_eorigin i,

Zn i
(K = _(CAP_,CITY) (Pcoz n) / _(PCO 2 )) (13), since no CO z will be

absorbed if none is present in the gas stream, i;
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/tABLE 4
L

SUMMARY OF' CO 2 EQUILIBRIUM DATA AND "J' T,f';ULATIONS FOR

DOWEX WGR RESIN

CAP.

REACTION CONDITIONS CAPACITY "EQUIL. CONSTANT", {Pco_ )n
....... _ ]meq pox n - 1---- n_ _--

TEMP (°C) Pcog(atm} %RH dry gr. ) K , .._._K, K alc K1 s----talc i. sq,u-----c . q.--

0 0.01 100 1.520 152 t6.5
i5b Z5.3

0 0.003 I00 O. 578 193 21.2

ZO O. Ol 1O0 I.J05 ]30 22.7
20 O. Ol 1O0
?0 O. 0065 I00 O. 82,1 IZ6 131 18.7 ZO. 5
20 O. 003 I00 O: 466 155 17.1
ZO O. 003 1005 O. 394 131 14.35

40 0.01 i00 n 912 91 ],5.9 15 5
",0 O. 003 1O0 O. 401 134 95 I_,.7 "

70 O. Ol I00 O. i85 18 _. ZZ
ZO 3.46

70 O. 003 100 O. l26 42 4. ,_I

5 This run was made with 100%RH in the gas feed stream, but the parAcles

were unsaturated in_.tialiy. This run immediately followed the 70°C
1

regeneration of the Z0°C, 0.30% CO 2, 100%RH run. Taking it._s equilibrium

constant as the true value yields an equilibrium relative humidity of 84%.

cf. NOTE accompanying Table ? for meuaod of calculating !east-squares

K values.
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observations of swelling volumes ai,d swelling pressures (21). Therefore,

even if a straight line correlation is found fo, the log K versus 1/T

plot, it is not possible to assign the title "Heat of Reaction" to the

resultant slope as was @one in a previous investigation (3). It would

appear necessary to apply calorimetric techniques to determine the

actual changes in the thermodynamic state functions which occur durirg

the course of the reaction.

The significance of the constant K as defined in this work re_ts

not only on the excellence with which it describes the data but also on

its relationship to the distribution coefficients employed by the mathe-

matical model. Rewriting the capac - and partial pressure terms as

concentrations gives:

K = f (iS CO3- ] )/([COz]/s)n (16)

(where f is a conversion factor to maintain consistent units and th_

brackets rep:esent molar concentrations) for it is known that the

capacity of tLe resin (over and above the absorptior by the attendant

liquid} is entirely in the form of bicarbonate ion (11). Dividing both

sides of equation 16 hy the quantit 7 f(PCO 2) 1.-n and substituting ior

PCO z again yields:

[ HC%']

f(ecoz)! = (s) [COz ] = sR
-n

First it can be seen that K is not the rigorous thermodynamic

function since it contains no resin concentration terms. Secondly, a _

system which involves a series of simultaneous equilibria sIaould be

governed by an overall equilibrium constant which is the product of

all the individual ones. Two equilibria are involved in the postulated
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raod el :

1. Between the gas and the liquid fHrrb for which the constant

is the equilibrium solubility, s

2. Between the liquid film. and the resin sphere, for which

the constant is the distribution coefficient R.

Then, K = fsR = KIP !-n 1-n= (CAPACITY/P_._ n)/p
reaction CO 2 '_'_'2 C02

so that, since n 41, K = CA_ACITY/P which is a function
reaction CO 2

" the carbon dioxide concen-ation (only the "constant" defined by

CAPACITY/Pco2 n is concentration independent).

Values of s are shown in Table 5, as i_ the Harned and Davis

(22) equation from which they were calculated. The R values found

from the results with dilute solutions of the linear polymer as discussed

in reference 3 are presented in Figure 17. Since the same _rnmbers arise

whether the modified Henderson-Hasselbach equation is graphically

solved for the ratio of bicarbonate ion to carbon diox'de or the ratio of

(Total absorpt'-u- water absorption) to water absorption is used, the

latter method was applied to our case, as shown in Tables 5 and 6.

(That both methods give the same results proves that the resin absorbs

only HCO3" _ and not CO 2. )• '_
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TABLE 5

COM_PUTATIONS FOR _ THE RATIO OF CAR}3ON, DIOXIDE ABSORBED BY
PEi-ECH ]_.ESIN TO THAT ABSORBED BY THE ASSOCIATED SALT SOLUTION

UNDER VARIOUS REACTION CONDITIONS (ALL, HOWEVER, AT IC0_0RH)

SORBED BY

P CAPACITY CAPACITY SOLUBILITY H20 (gins) R
I'EI_. (°C) CO2(atm) (total rneq) _(_totalRms),. __ s . .--

0 0.01 334.4 14.73 6.187xi0 -2 4.49xi0 "3 3283

0 0.003 146,8 6. 460 " 1.35xi0 -3 4790

20 0.01 238.2 I0.49 3.266xi0 "2" 2.37xi0 -3 4432

20 0.0065 181.4 7,985 " 1.54xi0 -3 5180

20 0,003 104.7 4.605 " 7.0Ox10 "4 6485

•40 0.01 170.0 7. 437 2.028xi0 "2 1.47xi0 "3 5050

40 0,003 88.1 3. 875 " 4.41xi0 -4 8797

70 0.01 86.9 3. 824 1,265xi0 "z 9.06xi0 "4 4385

70 0.003 37.7 1.659 ' 2.75xi0 -4 6335

NOTES
i

CAPACITY (totalmeq) is the total number of milliequivalents oI carbon dioxide

absorbed by the bed (dry weight of resin = 82.35 gins) at equilibrium.

CAPACITY (total gms) is the above CAPACITY converted by the factor of 44 gms

of CO 2 per equivalent of CO 2 (i.e. per I000 mi!liequivalents), which assumes that

carbonic acid is only singly ionized (Z6).

SOLUBILITY _s(units of moles of CO 2 per 1000 grams of H20 per atmosphere of

CO 2 partial pressure) is obtained from the Harned and Davis (Z2) equation:

log s = (2195.84/T) - 12.9875+0.013605 T corrected by the multiplier 1.05 for

the ratio of solubility in KCI solutipns to that in NaCI solutions (22, 3).

SORB_D BY WATER (gins) = (2 gms water/gm resin)

(8Z. 35 gins resin) (s x 44Pco2)/I000.
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rABLE 6

COMPUTATIONS FOR R, THE RATIO OF CARBON DIOXIDE ABSGRBED BY
DOWEX WGR RESIN TO THAT ABSORBED BY THE ASSOCIATED WATER

UNDER VARIOUS REACTIONS CONDITIONS (ALL, HOWEVER, AT 100%RH)

SOR BED BY

TEM_P (Oc) Pco2(at"n) CAPACITY_e.q/, CAPACITItotal_ms Y SOLUBILLTs f H20 (gins) R

0 0.0i 106.7 4,690 7. 705xi0 -2 2.89xi0 -3 16Z3

0 C, 003 57.8 2. 542 " 8.67x] 0-4 293!

20 0.01 91.6 4. 030 3,840xt 0-' i. 44x10 "3 2798

20 0.0065 57.6 2. 535 " 9.37xi0 -4 2704

?,0 0. 003 32.7 I. 439 " 4.32xi0 -4 3328

40 0.01 64.0 2. 816 2. 405x10 -2 9.03x10 -4 3118

40 0,003 28.2 I. 241 " Z. 71x10 "4 4580

70 0,01 12.94 .569 i. 359x[0 "2 5.10xl0 "4 1117
-4

70 0,003 8.85 .389 " I. 53xi0 2543

NOTES( viz. T.&BLE 51

Dry weight of resin = 70.2 grams.

SOLUBILITY for CO 2 in pure water from Harned and Davis (22) and Perry (31)

SORBED BY WATER (gins) = (1,245) (70.2) (s x 44 PCO2)/I000 = 3.75 x s x PCO 2
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2. Reaction Mechanism

Evidence in support of the diffusion model -_as compiled by first

taking successive increments of the concentration versus time curv_,

integrating to obta:_ the cumulative mass M t scrubbed from the gas

as a function of time and plotting the ratio of Ni t to the equilibrium

capacity prevalent at the given reaction conditions against time. A

choice of _a'/D'was made and, for at least five widely d_ista_t times,

a2)l/ZD't/ found at the applicable Mt/M values using Figures 70 to 78CO

1/2
and (D'/a 2) calculated (cf. Tables 18 through 30 and 34 through 44 of

Appendix B). This sequence of steps was iterated until the best agreement

2,/.-
among the several (D'/a) values was aci_ieved. Of course _ was

then simply (_aZ/D ') (D'/a2).

¢ " " " D' 2 2 D/ 2_.ern_logarlthmlc plots of / a and D'(R+I)/a = a against

1/T wer_ made (23), the least squ%r._s lines drawn, and the diffusion

activation e.:erg 7 calculate¢ from the slope (=ED/RoT ) , The _ values

had to be correlated with the various parameters involved in the surface

concentration portion o:. the model: _ - _/2_ . Returning to the definitions

of 11 and _ it foll,-zs that:

8 = (3: GkL/a 5 Rs)/(kG/s 5 + kL/6 + 3kL/aR) (18)

Combining the second group cf terms under" one common denominator

with the additional stipulation that 35 << aR because 5 << _a and

R >> 3 leads to:

6 = (3kGkL) / (kGaR ' kLaRS) (lq)

Upon inverting and rearranging this expression we have:
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so that, upon recognition of the form of the equation, the overall mass

transfer coefficient K L is actuall-equalto _aR/3:

= = = (Zl)
KL "l G

The significance cf _ can now be easily seen _ K L is the overall

mass transfer coefficient between the bulk gas and the lit.rid-solid

interface, R the ratio of the concentration on the solid side of this

interface to the concentration en the liquid state of it, and 3/a the

surface to volume ratio of the particle. In addition, if either the gaseous

or the liquid filrr is "controlling" mass transfer to the solid, then

k G
K L= k L or K L= T" Only in the former case, over the small

Z73 to 343 ° K temperature range, should K L obey an exponential

" DG-----_-p {2,_)
D L DL/a 1 (23) ; kG Tz '

I/T relationship (kL= T =-(6/a) ' (Z4) ;InD L_'-_ , =Ro J

In the _as-film-controlled case, pressure P is constant at 1 atm and

the boundary layer thickness z (Z5) I_ virtltallytemperature independent but

the temperature T appears explic'tly as well as in D G. For liquid film

control, one can plot In _ versus I/T and _ pect a straight-llne correlation,

provided that R also obeys this same form of equation.

Effect of Relative Humidity-2o

Most of the experiments took place with water-saturated (actually

1M KC1 solution) resin fed with a gas stream of 100% RH at the reaction _i

temperature. Actually the K values given do have an implicit dependence I,
f

on the amount of water due to the effect of the R ratio: _,

R = [COz ] - moles Of CO z = (moles of HzO)(s)iPCO z) !
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I_reaction -- fsR = f(moles of HC'O 3-)/fmolec of i:IzO x PCO2)

.'(Kreact! (moles of H20) = f(moles of HCO 3 )/PCO 2

This means that the capacity shc-21d be proyortiona] to the amount of

water present, and therefore to Lne fraztion of water saturation attained,

i.e, the equilibrium r: Jative h_xrnidity.

A second effec_ _hicF is encountered: though, makes the observed

capacity even lovcer. .be nloist particles ar_ obviously heavier, but

they also have a tendency to zgglonleTate. With the ;_.ven coluntn design,

channeling in the water-saturated state is 1,egligible. Drying the particles

out n.akes them ]ighter and more individual, and i_ is ther, not ,,ery

difficult for the gas to select a preferred path through the bed. L_kewi_e,

this channeling should become r_ore severe, and the observed capacity

consequently lower, the lcwer the relative humidity.

The dryness of the mater_al also seriously effects the rate of *eactio._

and the _dherence to the proposed absnrption diffusion model. The liquid

film, suiruurdir, g the particle sphere is obviously the first water which is

remo-,ed by drier air. Then _he ee_ved mechanism ought no longer to

hold.

4__ Decay of Resi, x Capacit_

It was expected that the CO Z absorptive capacity exhibited by the

freshb,, packed coh:mn in run number one would decline with the succeeding

runs for two reasons. First, the resin was usuall 7 not completely

regeneiated. Because the particle diffusion was controllin Z, the absorption-

regeneration cycle was usually quite time-consurnJ_g. When regeneration

with hot COz-free air was nearly complete, linear extrapolation was relied

upon to give the final value for the meq per gram rein _ed so that the time
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required to rer_ove the final 5_ or so relnaining could be _ved. Secondly,

the drying out of the resin during the regeneration process due to lack

of ability to maintain 100% R:I air at 80°C combined with t_e high pit

of the resin rl, ade for conditions favorable tc carb_,mate formation (25),

which happens by a highly irreversible reaction. It -_a__ not feasible to

further regenerate the material with strong base. The one molar KOH

solution would have had to be c _mpletely _rashed away as in the steps

preceding the column packing (cf. Treatment I_rior to Use)_ which could

not be done with the colurnn still tightly packed. It is assumed that the

pH i 1 IM KC1 soh;tion added after each run to resaturate with liquid

easily had itv hydroxide content (for the size column used and an estimated

voidage for spheres of . 39, only a total _f . 123 meq of OH" ion was

introduced e_,h time) quickly and completely exhausted by _he CO 2 still

present within th_ particles. Th!.._° CC was probably what was observed

t'_ be driven off during the preliminary purging with CO2-free air that

preceded each run.

SincP it was also not feasible to regenerate further the next day with

hot CO2-free air because the bed would again have had to be wet down with

KC1 solution _or several hours prior _o the beginning of the next rune an

attempt was made to correlate th_ loss of capac,_+y with the number of

regenerations which the resin had undergone, It was thus necessary to

repeat the standard (20°C, 1.00_0 CO 2, 100_/0 RH) absorption at on,_ or

two other places during the set of experiments. The results of these runs

were then compared to number one_ which had employed the fresh material,

and the appropriate resultant correlated (with run numb_) correction

factor applied to each individual run. The capacities obtained in this

fashion are those presented as the true values. It must also be pointed out

|

l
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that the c11rves for fractiona_ mass uptake (M/Moo ) are not affected by
#

the initial presence of CO 2 within the sphere. As shown during the

derivation of the equations for the mathematical model, M t _nd Moo

are defined as the amounts of diffusing substance which have ent_.red the

particle during the run, which are the actual quantities measured and

employed.

An additional difficulty was introd-,ced into our system by the

presence of brass plates as section dividers and end pi_ces for the

column. These metal discs were initially all coated with epoxy to prevent

exposure of their surfaces. However the tempe_-ature cycles involved in

each run because o5 the regeneration process broke the bonds between the

epoxy and the metal surfaces by virtue of the difference in thermal

expansion coefficients of the two materials. The resin was always allowed

to soak overnight while remaining in the column because packing it was such

a tedious and tirne-consuming task. The basicity of the _oegenerating

solutior, was then responsible for the solution of some of the copper from

the brass alloy. Since these resins are both arnmoniacal and basic to

begin with, it seems only logical that they should form copper complexes (12.).

These complexes are obviously not formed with the CH 2 groups but with

the NH+OH - groups which represent the only sites which could be reactive

toward HCO 3" ions. The absorptive capacity is thus reduced.
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B. polyethTlenimine:Eplchlorohydrin Resin

1. Equilibrium

Figures 24 through 3I of Appendix C show how the reactor outlet

gas composition varies with time under different reaction conditions of

temperature, CO 2 partial pressure, and percentage relative humidity.

These curves all have the same general sb-pe, with a rapid rise at the

beginning and an asymptotic approach to equilibrium. The equilibrium

const=-ts derived from these dat_. after correction for loss of capacity

with time (cf. Decay of Resin Capacity), are given in Table 3 and

Figures 6 and 7 as CAPACITY/PCO: " Calculations were made on the

usual basis of n=l, for whi.'h the equation Kreaction = fsR is applicable,

and on the basis that n equals its best value (the one which makes K

independent of concentration} which, for this r._eterial, is seen from the

slopes ¢,f the logarithmic ,riots to be 0. 684.

For comparison, the data of Robins (3) for dilute sohuions of the

polymer methyl polyethylenimine (MPEI) in _a_er containing various

concentrations of KC1 are given in Table 7 for two partial pressures of

carbon dioxide. These data show that the capacity decreases with

increasing resin concentration to a marked exteut_ so that the approximately

5N "solute.on" which our water-saturated solid might be considered to be

should exhibit capacities such as we found. {The resin was seen to have a

water capacity of Z. 0 grams per gram, cf. Appendix B, Table454

Note that there is only a minor weight correction term involved, since

MPEI exhibits an equivalent weight of 2 x 57 or I 14 while a solid of _

4. 2 PEI monomer units to one ECH molecule exhibits an equivalent _

weight of 2x(43 x 4. 2) + 92.5)/5.2 or 105.1. These data also show
|,,

capacity proportional to about the two-tenths power of the carbon dioxide

partial pressure whereas ours have an almost seven-tenths power relationship. _
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TABLE 7

COg ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY OF MPEI BASE, {FROM REFERENCE 3)

MEQ OF COg/DRY GRAM OF RESIN
[MPEI BASE] [KC1] =

PCO z .03 atrn PCO z- .003 atm

Z5°C 50°C 80°C Z5°C 50°C 80°C

.109N 0 3.58 2. 58 1.33 1.91 1.14 0.54

_0218N 0 4.43 3.36 1.8Z Z.18 1.63 0.57

•0109N 0 4.90 3. 74 2..I Z 3.06 Z. Ig I. 20

.109N 0. IN 4.30 3.06 1.51 Z.04 I. g6 0.48

.109N 1.0N 5.44 3.90 2-.13 3.04 1.84 0.65

•0218N 1. ON 6.64 5. b0 3.6Z 4.63 2..96 I. 61
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But again, the value of this expouent is seen to increase with tile po!ymcr' s

concentration quite markedly (n=. 155 for . 02!8N solution and ,1_. 252 for

. !09N solution, both one molar in KC1). Since n increases by 66% for a

fivefold concentration rise, it is qu'_e possible that our "solution':, being

still fifty times stronger, could exhibit a value of n as large as . 7 .

Again the differences in the systems must be emphasized.

The calculated equilibrium constants for both values of n were

plotted on semilogarithmic coordinates against I/T and two reasonably

straight lines produced (Figure 10). That the 70°C points in both

instances seemed to drop is probably another reflection of the peculiar

behavior demonstrated by the R factor (cf. nex_ two paragraphs) at

elevated temperatures. The slopes o( the two plots were almost identical,

namely 3480/2. 303R ° and 3616/2. 303R o. One might be tempted to

say that the heat of reaction is then about 3550 calories per gram mole

of CO 2 absorbed. Robins' application of this procedure gave a value

which varied with resin and s_lt concentrations from 8000 to 15000

calories per gram mole. Since Helffe -ich (19) states that the heat of

reaction associated with ion exchange ;._ norn-,ally about 2000 calories

per grain mole, but that it does occasionally reach 10000, it might be

said that either sourc:e's va_.ue could be correct, but they surely could

not both be correct.. In all likelihood, as stated in the gener&l discussion,

neither is corre¢._ bec,tu_e in ion exchange, the "equilibrium constants"
7

that do not rat F with conce.,ltration do not conform to thermodynamic _

definlt':ons.

F
Rernembering that our concentration dependent K was equivalent !;

to a ,_eries of simultaneous equilibria represenfed by the product fsR,

_nd r_,alizing the closeness of the vwo slopes obtained, it is quite likely

A
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that the 3550 value is the stun of the heat of solution of CO z in water,

which is 1130 calories per gram n_ole at Z7°C (2-6)and the heat of reaction,

which would then be 2420. Dut this would not be ion exchange, and

subtracting the !010 calories per mole associated with the first ionization

of carbonic acid gets %he heat of reaction dova_ %0 ]410, which is not

unreasonable. The sen_ilogari%hrnic plots of s and R versus i/T

:_ortunate!y do not beat tb" _ o11t: the slope of the s line being

42i0/Z. 303[< and of the R line (an average for the t.wo concentration-
O

dependent lines) being -910/7. 303Ro. As a whole, the best equilibrium
684 -3616

correlation is: C_PACITY = .0715 (Pcoy)" t_J<H_ RoT

An important assumption must no%v be introduced_ Originally R

was defined as the distribution coefficient between the solid and liquid

phases. In the derivation of the equation for spherical diffusion _;ith

chemical reaction there was introduced the stipulation that the concentration

ef the solute which had been J_,nlobilized through the reaction was directly

proportional to the ccncen cratlon of the diffusing soh%te. The proportionally

constant ,we called a . Since we know from Robins (3) that the absorption

by the resin is ent_.relyin the form of the bicarbonate ion, and that, by

virtue of its preponderance over all other species_ CO 2 is the diff._sing

a is seen to be[HCO3"]/ [COz]. But the diffusion £ha_ isform, taking

place is not into something which is just solid, but rather il, to the liquid

trapped in the pores of the solid. The data of Robins (3) show that, since

the absorbed ferms are comp!c_el_ different from each other, a can

also be c_.iculate4 as the ratio of polymer absorption to water absorption_

which can be rewritten as (total absorption minus water absorption)/(water

absorption). But this last expression is the definition o_ i%, so that R

must be equal to a.
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The data presented in T.-,ble 8 show that the value of R s__e_id

increase with increasing polyrr_er concentration and increasing salt

content, so that the order of magnitude for our system ought to be something

like lx!03 to lxl04. Our calculated values of R appear in Table 5,

and they range from about 3x103 to 9x103 . R should show no relationship

with CO 2 p_rtia! pressure. .For RoBins this is en__phatically not so; he

shows R proportional to PCO_0.7. For our system the dependence

is to the ndnus 0. 316 power throughout. This is urffor_nate from the

standpoint that constancy of R is required for the deriv&tion of both

major equations of the m_thenmtical model. However, as discussed in

thc _'Validity of Assumptiorls" section, the dependence is minor and is

greati> _ided by the relative constancy of the entire reactor gas profile

after a very short fr_ction of the total equilibrium time ha_ elapsed.

R seems also to hav,_ some of the peculiar temperature dependency evinced

by Robins' datx, i.e. there seems to be the usual simple exponential of

I/T v_riat_on a_ _he lower temperatures, but above 60°C seems to t_ke

a noticeable drop. For correlation y,_rposes, -,v_ h_ve ignored this

final dip and applied _ !._as_ s_'.ares line to the exponeutial form of the

equation over the entire temperature range employed (Figure 13).

%
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TABLE 8

R, THE RATIO OF CO Z ABSORBED BY MPEI TO THAT ABSORBED

BY THE WATER IN THE SOLUTION (FROM REFERENCE 3)

[MPEI BASE] [KCI] TEMP (°C) PCOg(ata%o_) R

109N 0 Z5 ,01 97.0

109N 0 50 .01 94.5

109N 0 80 .01 81.9

021 8N 0 25 .01 24.6

0218N 0 50 01 31 .4

OZl 8N 0 80 01 g0 4

0109N 0 Z5 01 13 8

0]09N 0 50 01 19 I

0109N 0 80 01 15 0

109N 0 Z5 03 42 5

109N 0 Z5 003 Zg7 2

0109N 0 Z5 003 3Z 3

109N IN Z5 01 174 g

0ZI8N IN Z5 01 49 6
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2. Reaction Mechanism

Figureo 32 through 36, of Appendix C show the fractional uptake

curves and Tables 18 through 30 in Appendix B show the calculations

2
J_Lvolved in determln_-ng the best values of _ and D'/a for the diffusion

model, it is immediately noticeablr that the parameter (D'/a2) l/Z is

relative17 insensi_,;lve to shifts in _ a2/D'. This occurs by virtue of the
Z

fact that the te_m D'_/a occurs in only one place in the mass uptake

equation, a_ part of a rapidly deteriorating exponential, wherea_

the _ aZ/D' parameter appears five times. The excess of scatter of the

da_a over the ditfusivity data is attributible to this difference in

sensitivity. The excellent agreement among the (D'/aZ) I/Z values

across the entire time coordinate is however indicative of the applicability

of this model Table 9 and Figures 14 and 15 show the relative lack of

dependence of the _ffective (D') and real (D=D' (R+l)) diffusivities on

concentration and the good semilogarithmic 1/T relationships From

the slope of the "real" line an activation energy for diffus.{on of 8610

calories per mole was calculated. This is well within the :ustomary

limits described in the literatare {Z3) of 2400 to 10000 calories per

gram mole. Both obey the same sort of corre!ation because R+I, which

for all practical Far_ses equals R_, pretty wel', exhibits the same sort of

exponential temperature variation.

As was discussed during the derivation of the equations for the

mathematical model, _ could be easily correlated only if the liquid

film controlled the flux of carbon dioxide to the particle surface. If the

liquid film controls, one would plot ln(_R) ve_us I/T, since 3/_aR

would equal I/_',.- 5/D L.

If the gaseous film controls, we would have 3/_aR = s/kG=sZTRo/D G.
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TABLE 9

VARIABLES WHOSE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE CAN BE DESCRIBED BY

AN EXPONENTIAL EQUAX!ON OF THE FORM:

y = (constant) x (ex F (*_E/RoT)) FOR PEI-ECH RESIN

T{°CI PCO2(atm) _R___ D'_./_aa2(min)1-- _(min) -I D/a2(min) -1 __R sxl0'"
-4 -L

2.73 0.01 3283 0.846x10 0.846x]0 0 2-78 2-7.79 6. 187

-4 -2
273 0.003 4790 1.237xi0 1.546x10 0 593 74.05 6.187

(FIRST) -4 -Z
293 0.01 4432. 3.011x10 1.807xi0 I 336 80.30 3. 266

(SECO_ )
293 0.01 4432 4.220x]0 "4 , !:,.<_0"2 1 872 50.70 3.266

(THIRD) -4 -2
293 0.0! 443Z z. gJ3AI0 2.033x10 ! Z88 90.30 3. 266

Z93 0.0065 5180 2 "_40xl0"4 2.573xi0 -g• .. _" _-:2 133.Z 3. 266

293 0.003 6485 3,_!3xI0 =4 1.657xi0 -2 _ ",: t07.4 3. 266

,-4 0 -231 3 O. 01 50 50 8. C.._,_,xl 0 4.0 83xi 4 C,., ZO 6. 2 2.0 2,8

313 0. 003 8797 6.44Jx10 "4 2. 515xle -z -,5 221.3 2.028

343 0.01 4385 2.046xi:_"_ 9.840xi0 -Z ,_983 431.2. _ 265

-3
343 0.003 6335 I. 816xi0 5, 810x[O" _1.50 368.0 1.2,65

NDT_ D/a 2 - (D'/a2) • (R+I)

i
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The boundary layer thickness _ can be approximated by the Blasius

solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations (.1.5) given by Schlichting (25).

It is found that z - _ a, where _ is a function of the angle between the

desired location and the forward, stagnation point, and _z is _ minor

function of temperature due to its dependence on the square root of the

Reynolds number. For air flow past uniform spheres in a bed of 39_0

voids at a flow rate of. 2 standard cubic feet per minute, _ Z0 ° C the

Reynolas number is 30. 6. The value of _ then ranges from. 307 at the

forward stagnation point to . 562 at the points of separation (which almost

surely do not exist here because the next layer of particles would bend the

gas stream back) at angles of 109.6 ° to the direction of the flow. The

and the radius a are independent of temperature, andgas constant R °

s presumably fol]ows an exponential I/T relationship. However, the

T/D G term follows only a complex semi-empirical temperature dependence

(15). The only plotting methcd available would be to graph (ORs_versus DG/T.

An approximate calculation was made for 20°C to determine whether a

simplified plot cou!d be made. Taking the value of D L for pure water

(instead of IM KCI) from Sherwood and Pigford (23) as I.77xi0 -5 cm2/sec

and D G for CO?. in pure air (dry) as . 1382 cruZ/sec from the same source

and the average value (of the five) of 60/_R (converting to units of seconds)

as . 719, we have:

.719 -- 9. z0 (5/a) + ZSxl0"4( ) (z3)

We have seen that _ is at most about O. 5, so that the first term clearly

predominates. As a matter of fact, we can now estimate the value of

8/a from equation 23 by ignoring the last term entirely. Thus 6/a = 0. 078.

The actual value is somewhat smaller by virtue of the diffusivity of CO Z

in a 1M KC1 solution being less than in pure water. _:
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It _s now possible to plot _1_ _ersus I/T on semi]_garithrnic

coordinates and expect a straight line zorre[ation. Table 9 and Figure

!6 show this to be the case. In addition, Table 9 summarizes the calr ulated

values of all the temperature dependent variables, and the equations of

aH the resultant least-squares correlations appear in Table IO.

The final test of any correlation, though, must be the accur_.cy of

with which it predicts the experimental results. Therefore, starting only

JM
with the correlated values of all tl_e variables, the curves of Mtt co

and exit CO 2 concentration Table 1I were drawn for t_e star.dard 20°C,

1% CO 2, 1 00_aP.H runs from equations I Z and 15 on the s&me pages (Figures

25 to 27 and 32 to 34 of Appendix C) as the originals representing the

actual data. The results are gratifying.

t
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TABLE 19

EQUATIONS FOR THE LI_.AST-SQUARES CORRELATIONS OF THE
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT VARIABLES PRE:SENTED IN TABLE 9

FOR PEI-ECH RESIN

'_4) R = (4947) (PCOz) -0"316exp(-910/RoT)

(25) D'/a z = (172.9) exp(-7740/R T)
O

(Z6) _R = (Z.858x 106 ) exp (-601Z/RoT)

9

(27) D/a- = (3.783 x 06 ) exp(-8610/RoT )

(Z8) s = (2°466x 10 -5 ) exp(+4ZlS/RoT)

NOTES
i ii i

The units _'hich apply to the above variables are: R, dimensionless;

D'/a Z, _R, and D/a Z minutes "1, ; _, gram moles Fer 1000 grams of water

(or better, gram moles per liter of water); R o, 1. 987 cale_:.e_, gram mole;

T, OK. Since the resin particles employed passed through a Z8 mesh sieve

but not a 48 mesh sieve, the radius a can be considered to bc onz half the

size of the average sieve opening, namely (½) (½) (.589+. 294)mm or

2.21 X I0 -z ¢m.
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TABLE 1 i

CALCULATIONS FOR COMPARISON OF FRACTIONAL NLASS

UPTAKE AND EXIT VOLUME PER CENT COg VERSUS
TIME CURVES WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR

g0°G, 1.00To CO2, 100%RH FOR PEJ--ECHRESIN

(t) _ (D't/a_)2 (Mc/_o::_. -_t/--.-Moo)_=oo wC-exit--
30 5.48 0942 100 281 .73e
60 7. 75 1333 .'218 394 .738

90 9.49 1632 322 470 .779

120 ]0.96 1884 410 533 .817

150 12. 24 Zl07 476 578 848

180 13.42 2308 533 62.0 870

2.10 14.49 2495 581 656 888

240 15.49 2664 623 688 903

270 16.43 2827 660 716 916

300 17.32 2980 693 .743 925

330 18.17 3127 723 .767 934

360 18.98 3264 750 .785 948

390 19.74 3398 774 • 804 955

420 20.48 .3525 793 .819 961

450 21.22 .3647 810 •835 963

480 Zl. 92 .3771 825 .849 964

510 ZZ.57 .3885 839 863 965

540 23.23 .3997 853 876 966

570 23.86 .4108 865 887 967

600 24.49 .4213 877 896 972 '_"

630 25.09 .4315 888 905 975

660 25, 68 .4415 898 913 978

NOTES

D'/a 2 2.96 x lu-4min -!= ; fl= 2.110x 10"groin -1

a2 D/a 2 * • = 2.95 m_q/dry gramfl /D' = 71.3; ( )5 = 1 721 x I0""; Moo

4
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5. Effect of Relative Humidity

As stated in the general discussion, the unsaturated (with water)

runs were not expected to fit the equilibr_.um or kinetic models. It was

expected that the deviations would becorr_e more severe as the material

became drier, and this was indeed encountered. It was found that the

55% RH run had _n equilibri_.m capacity only 36_0 of the saturated vaJ:_e,

while the 70_0 RH run had a capacity of 63_0 of _e saturated vahze. Tables

Z9 and 30 of Appendix. B show thane the diffusion equation is even less

_vell-served. The most consistent values of the dL_sivlty for the 70% case

were two to three times the size of those obtained for the saturated case,

and the _ value somewhat smaller. One expects the diffusivit 7 to rise

when the pores are no longer completel 7 filled with water, since the

dif/usivit 7 in the gas phase is ]0000 times as large as in the liquid and it

is now possible for gas to penetrate the particle. A smaller _ means that

the gas film is exerting more intU:_ence, quite l__!_ely since the liquid film

has dL-ninlshed in size. The 55% data never gave a constant diffusivity _ith
2

time; for &ll _, D_/a increased with time. This increase probably

indicates that all the water is now entirely within the particle, and in

fact does not fill the particle pores. This _,eans that the first fractions

of gas quickly diffuse into the ceuter where the liquid is residing, and the

remainder, since it sees progressively more gas-filled pores, diHuses

in even faster.

i
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4. Decay of Resin Capacity

For the PEI-ECH resin the replicated runs were numbers 1, 4, and

9 (out of a total of 15 involving temperature cycles). The CO 2 absorptive

capacity obtained after 300 minutes was used as the standard, since only

number four was run to complete equilibrium. The cumulative mass

uptake Mt wa6 normalized *_othe value exhibited by run number 1 (fresh

resin). Figure 17 shows the actua! vatue of Mt/(Mt) 1 obtained and the

parabola drawn through them; Table lZ contains the values of the

normalizing factors taken from this parabola and applied to the remaining

runs. A second order equation was chosen rather than a linear one

because, with the sources ot copper ions fixed within the column, these

ions had greater distances to migrate to uncomplexed resin each time.

The amount of complexing per regeneration ought to then decrease with

time.
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TABLE 12

COBRECTION FACTOR FOR LOSS OF CO 2 CAPACITY BY PEI-ECH RESIN,

DUE TO REACTIONS BOTH WITH CO AND COPPER IONS
Z

NUMBER OF REACTION CONDITIONS CO2
UPTAKE

PREVIOUS P CORRECT.', ON

REGENERATIONS TEMP {°C I CO2(atm) %RH FACTOR

0 2.0 O.Oi i00 i.00,0
1 40 0.01 I00 1. 045
1 70 0.01 - i. 045
2 0 0.01 ]00 1. 092
2 70 0.01 - I.092
3 20 0.01 100 1.139
3 70 O. 003 - 1. i39
4 20 O. 003 100 1. 188
5 40 O. 003 100 1. 237
6 0 O. 003 100 1.2S7
7 70 O. 003 lOG* 1. 337
8 20 n 01 Ir,n i 384
9 20 O. 01 55 1. 433

10 20 O. 0065 100 1. 481
11 40 O. 01 100 1. 522
12 70 O.Ol lO0"e i.562
13 40 O. 003 100 1. 600
14 20 O. Ol 79 1. 637,

:_" These runs were begun with freshly regenerated (wet) material. While it

was not possible with this equipment to maintain a feed-gas relative humidity

of 100% at 70°C, these high temperature experiments were sufficiently rapid

that one could reasonably assu:w.c the presence of a continuous liquid water

film surrounding each particle for the duration of the run, even in the presence

of the unsaturated (50-60%RH) atmosphere. Numbers 9 and 14 were run under

reduced-humidity equilibrium (%RHinle t = %RHexit ) conditions.
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C° Commercial Resins

i. P.ohnl _ Haas Alnberlite IR_-93

Only, the standard20°C, 1.00_0CO 2, 100$0RHabsorptionrunwas

made with this material, for the capacity which :.Lexhibited was far

toc low for our applications. With 78 grams of zesln (dry weight)

saturated with pure dei.onized water (no gC1), only a total of 11.97

milliequivalents of CO 2 were absorbed, for a capacity of 0. 153

meg/gin. Figure 37 of Appendix C shows the curves of exit CO 2 con-

centration and fractional mass ,,_ptakeversus time" obtained.

Table 33 of Appendix B shows the c_Icul.ations involved in

applying the postuiafed d_xfusion model to this material. The ex-

tremely high porosity of this resin _nan_ested itselfin two wa,js: the

time required _o reach carbon dioxid:. _qv.ilibrium was oniy 71 minutes,

roughly one-tenth of that req1_._redat the same conditions by the other

two resins" and the diffusivi:y D' was more than an order of magnitude

greater than for the other two resins. The true diffusivity D in the

Z
resiu phase was also greater, having a value of I. 93 x 10 "5 c-:a /sec.

_his value must be slightly large, since the resin could ncc be ex-

pected to have a diffusivity greater than that fo:"water (which repre-

sents unlimited po_'asitF)at the same temperature, which is 1.77 x

I0 -5"

The high value of _, . 248, is consistent, for it implies

that 27.8 minutes are required for the particle surface to reach 99. 990

of its equilibrium value. Most of the calculations for the r_gh_r

materials do show that this time _hould be slightly les_ than half the

time required for the _ to come to equilibrium. Usin g the

_ater absorptive capacity presented in the Conlpany's literature as

t
1

f
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I. l_ grams of water per gram of dr_T resin and the Henry's L_w con-

stant for CO z in watc,_ at Z0°C (ZZ), the value ol RR wus found to be

331, This factor should be about one-tenth the value found for th,

other resins because IRA-93 has only about one-tent}',their capacity.

Svbstituting the _ and R values into equation Z3 shows 6/a

to be 0. 077, which is in the same range as previously.
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6" Z. Dowex WGR

a. Equilibrium
i

The same analysis as was presented in the discussion of

the PEI-ECH results was applied here. The best value of n in the

expression K CA2_ACITY/(Pcoz) n
= was found to be . 6ZC, which

agrees well with the PEI wdue of. 684. The cornputed K values given

in Table 4 show good agreement with the experimental results when

this n (obtained from the slopes of the lines shown in Figure 9) is used.

Figure 11 shows the _emilogarithmic plots of K versus

1/T for both values of n (. 620 and 1.0). The slopes of the least-

squares lines are the same and, if the correlation is in the form

K = (constant) x (Pco2) n" 1 exp (EK/RoT), then the constant should be

1.89Zx10 "3 and E K should be 5337 calories per gram-mole. (This

E K compares well with the 3550 for PEI-ECH. )

Table 6 shows the computations involved in obtaining the

values of R. When these results are plotted (Figure 18) the depen-

dence of _, on (Pco2) n- 1 is again evident. In this case, the temper-

ature effect it so severe13r non-linear above 40°C that a linear least-

squares relationship with 1/T is out of the question. (The dashed

line is the linear extrapolation of the correlation involving the three

low temperatures. ) Both ailute MPEI solutions (Figure 12) and the

PEI-ECH resin (Figure 13) exhibit the same sort of temperature de- i

pendence of R, but not in so pronounced a fashion.

The capacities obtained were slightly less than half those !

demonstrated by PEI-ECH (Table 3). Since Dowex WGR is supposedly I

the highest-capacity resin commercially available, PEI-ECH was

assumed to have an unsurpassed CO 2 absorptive capacity. Therefore
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PEI-ECH was chosen as the basic mater:al for the design of an oper-

ational air purification ststem(cf. SECTION VI).

b. Reaction h/[echanis_rn

Tables 34 through 44 of Appendix C shou; the trial and

Z
error calculations involved in determining the best values of D' /a

and _aZ/D ' for Dowex WGR. As can be seen, the postulated reaction

mechanism is applicable to this material also. Figure 19 shows the

relationship of D'/a Z to temperature. Unlike the PEI-ECH case, the

semilogarithmic plot does not yield a linear Correlation. This can be

attributed to the behavior of R, for, when D/a Z = (D'/a Z) (R + 1) is

plotted in Figure Z0 on the same coordinates, a straight !ine results,

the slope of which is the diffusion activation energy. PEI-ECH ex-

hibited a value of 861C calories per gram-mole for this quantity;

Dowex WGR exhibits a value of 6270. Both lie within the accepted

range of Z400 to 10000.

The value of the diffusivity at Z0°C is not as acceptable,

however. The diffusivity of CO 2 in wator at this temperature v. ze

seen to be 1.77x10 -5 crnZ/sec while L" at Z0°C in the resin phase was i

calculated to be 3.60xi0 -5 cmZ/sec. It seems highly unlikely that the !i

coefficient for diffusion of CO Z through the water contained in a !

material of limited porosity could exceed that for pure water, which

can be thought of as representing maximum porosity. I

Table 13 presents the derived valuLJ of D/a Z and _R for

this set of experiments. The plot of LOG(_R) versus 1/T is given in

Figure Z 1. The least-squares correlation was obtained without making

_ use of the 0°C, 0.30_/0CO Z point, which was far away from the cal-

culated line. Table 14 shows the equations of the correlations of the

temperature variables given in Table 13 and Figures 19, Z0, and Z1.
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TABLE 13

VARIABLES (D/a z, DR, s) WHOSE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE

CAN BE DESCRIBED DY AN EXPONENTIAL EQUATION OF THE

FORM: y = (constant) x (exp (.JrE/_.° T)), FOR DOWEX WGR RESIN

T PCOz DlaZ

i_.K_)(atm) R D' laZ(min) "I _(min) "I _I_ Sxl0 &

Z73 0.01 16Z3 Z. 97xi0 "4 0. 861xi0 "z 0.483 ]3.98 7. 705

Z73 0.003 Z931 4.37xi0 "4 1.882xi0 "Z !.?-8Z 56. 15 7. 705

(first)
Z93 0.01 Z798 4.90xi0 "4 1.717xi0 "z 1.372 48.03 3. 840

(second)
Z93 0.01 Z798 5.73x!0 _4 1.433xi0 "z 1.603 40. !3 3. 840

Z93 0.0065 Z704 6. 18x10 -4 l.Z36x10 "Z 1.671 33.4Z 3. 840

?93 0.003 33Z8 5.58x10 "4 I.ZZ8xI0 "z 1.857 40. 88 3. 840

313 0.0l 3118 9.71xi0 "4 Z. 757x10 "Z 3. IZ6 86.0 2.405

313 0. 003 4580 10. IZxl0 -4 Z. 837x10 "z 4. 633 IZ9.9 Z. 405

343 0.01 1117 40.96xi0 "4 Z6.63x10 -z 4. 570 Z97.4 1.359

343 0. 003 Z513 5Z. 87x10 "4 18.5Zx]0 "2 13.30 465.0 1.359
_, , t | , | , J l

NOTE: D/a Z = (D'/a z) x (R + I)
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TABLE 14

EQUATIONS FOR THE LEAST-SQUARES CORRELATIGNS OF THE

TEMPERATURE - DEPENDENT VARIABLES PRESENTED IN TABLE 13

(29) D/a 2 = (7.99xi04) exp (-6270/R T)
O

(30) _R = (1.430x108) exp (-8780/ROT)

(31) S (I.615x10 "5) exp (4568/R °= T)
, j, , • J .... - ....

NOT_]S

See Table I0 for the units associated with these quantities

The radius _a for these Z0 to Z8 mesh particles can be considered

to be one half the size of the average sieve opening, namely (½) (½)

(.833 + .589) mm- 3. 555x10"Zcm

?

%
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Taking the average value of _R at Z0°C, liquid film diffusion is again

found to control the transfer of CO Z from the bulk gas to the solid

surface. Calculating the film thickness of water yields 6/a = 0. 06Z,

which compares favorably with the 0. 078 for PEI-ECH and 0. 077 for

IRA- 9 3.

The results of applying this correlation in an attempt to

duplicate the experimental data are shown in Table 15 and Figure 43

of Appendix C,

/,

t'
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TABLE 1 £

FRACTIONAL MASS UPTAKE AND EXIT CONCENTRATION DATA,

DERIVED FROM THE GENERAL CORRELATIONS, FOR 20°C, I. 00"/0CO2,

100°/eRH FEED WITH DOV/EX WGR.

! (D,t/a2)½ Mt/Mco (Mt/Moo)_ -
TIME t(min) t 2 c

i i ,iii i ,i •

40 6.56 .163 .178 .473 .84]

80 8.94 .222 .324 .608 .848

120 10.96 .272 .468 .697 .877

160 12.65 .314 •592 .768 •906

200 14.14 .350 .680 .818 •926

240 15.49 .384 .757 .858 •946

280 16.74 ,415 .810 .892 .956

320 17.89 .443 .851 .917 •965

360 i_. 98 .470 .883 .933 •973

400 20.00 .496 •908 •949 .978

440 Z0. 97 .520 •927 •959 •983

480 21.93 .544 •943 •969 •986

NOTES
i

From Equation 29, D/a 2 = (7.99x104) exp (-6270/1. 987 x 293)

04) i0-5)= (7.99xi (Z.14x = 1.719 i

From Table 6, R = 2798; ".D'/a z = 6.14x 10"4(rain)"I i

From Equation 30, _R = (1.430xi08) exp (-8780/I. 987 = 293) _
= (1.430 x 108 ) (28.96x 10 -8 ) = 41.40 _

•'._= (_R)/R = 41.40/2798= 1.480x10"2; _ = 24.1 __

IFrom Table 4, Moo = 1.305 meq/dry gr.
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¢. Decay of Resin Capacityl

The regeneration runs fcr Dow_.x WG_ are presented in Figures

59 through 69 of Appendix C. Of course, most of the CO 2 evolution

took place in the first few minutes at elevated temperatures, and

normally at least 80_0 of the absorbed material was removed.

The same problerr, s existed with this material as with the PEI-

ECH namely, partial dryi_g o£ _he bed, small concentration differ-

ences at low temperature _, off-scale voltages at high ten_pera_ures,

and unknown initial profiles witilin the particles. "Likewise, copper

complexes formed during the overnight soaking periods, as before.

Since only two standard Z0°C, 1.00_0 CO7, !00% RH rc, ns were made,

a linear relationship for lo_s of capacity with time had to be assumed.

Table i6 presents the resulting corr_.ction factors. Tl'e_e were used

in obtaining the equilibrium capacities given in Table 4.
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TAB I,E 16

CORRECTION FACTOR FOR LOSS OF CO z CAPACITY BY DOWEX WGR

Number of
Previous
Temp.
Cycles Reaction Conditions . Correction factor

0 Z0°C 1.00% CO 2 100% RH 1.000

(Capacity = 91.6 meg/dry gxn. )

1 40°C, I.005'0CO 2, 100% RH I.045

2 70°C, I.00%0CO z, I00¢/oRH I.094

3 0°C, I.00% CO z, 100% RH I.147

4 Z0°C, 0 30% CO 2, 100% RH 1. Z07

5 Z0°C, 0. 30% CO z, 100% RH 1.27Z

_Vithout Re-Wetting Surface]

6 40°C, 0. 30_0 CO Z, 100% RH 1.347

6 70°C, 0.30% CO 2, 100% RH 1. 347

7 0°C, 0.30% CO Z, 100% RH 1. 428

8 Z0°C, 0.65% CO z, 100% RH I.5Zl

9 Z0°C, I.00°/cCO Z, 100% RH I.6Z7

(Capacity = 56.7 meg/dry gin. )

h

J
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D" Validity_?f As s.urnption_

A number of a3sumptions were involved in the derivation of the

equation for the concentration of solute at the soltd Eurface which must

be examined in the light of the experimental results:

1. ) The particle interior is completely saturated with liquid

and its surface is completely covered by a thin liquid film. This sit-

uation is a matter of experimental procedure, and znvolves only com-

plete soaking _,, !iquid prior to each run and maintaining a relative

humidity of 100_/0 at _he bed temperature in the gaseous phase.

2. _ The gas composition is constant with time. While the inlet

gas composition is time invariant, the same :annct be said for the exit

composition. To reduce experimental measurement error a shallow

packed bed is inadvisable, since composition differences across the

bed pr=w:de the only ma_s uptake data. Truly, therefore, only the

sect!r_r, of the bed closest to the gas inlet experiences a constant CO Z

partial pressure. However, after the ,_irst few minutes of gas flow

(less than 10°/0 of the total reaction time; see Figure 24, for example)

the exit gas CO Z concentration has reached 80_/@of its finat (equilib-

rium) value, which is the same as the inlet. Thus for at least the re-

maining 90_/0 of the run, the top section of the column sees a gas whose

CO Z partial pressure changes by only 20%, while the remainder of the

_column sees even progressively less variation. _.

3. ) ,Tsothermal conditions prevail.

The presence of the large constant te, mperature bath and its

attendant col] for th_ feed gas combined with a heat of reaction (]9) of

the order of ]0 keal/mole (or a maximum total heat evolution of the

order of 3000 calories (0°C, la/0 COz) spread over many hours of
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reaction time insures against even local hot spots.

._ 4.) The values of k G, k L, R, and _sare functions only of tem-

perature and not of concentration. These assumptions usually require

dilute solutions, and it must be remembered that the feed gas con-

tainers at most I% CO Z by volume, and the minimum ratio of moles of

water per mole of CO? absorbed (under reaction conditions of 0°C,

I% CO Z, 199%RH) was found to be (164.7/18) / (14.73/44) = 9.15/.334

= 27.4. Sherwood and Pigford (Z4) present the general defining equa-

tions fvr gaseous and liquid mass _,ransfer and alsply them to more

concentrated solutions than these with reasonable reBults; k G and k L

should then not be suspect. Harned and Davis (2Z) provided the cor-

relation for s used in this work, for solutions of tlle_e strengths,

which gives s only in terms of _T.

The distribution coefficient R, however, demonstrates a cor-

relation with gaseous CO 2 partial pressure raised to ab¢_ut the -. 3 power.

Since it has been stated in the discussion of assumption number two

that PGAS is really not a constant, variations in R will exit,". The

fact that the most changing value of PGAS,-" nanlely the exit value at

the top of the columnQ quickly reaches 80% of the .inlet value shows

that, from then on, Rwill change b_ less than 7% [i. e. I00 (I-(.8)" 3 )]

at worst, and by less elsewhere in the column. This situation should

not be intolerable.

5.) 5<<a

The data of Tetenbaum and Gregor (5) prove this for _ feed,

but in "_heir case the film thickness is the boundary layer Lhi_kness in a

continuous liquid medium. For our case 6 represents the .,_finity of

the particles for liquid so that a direct comparison is not possible.

K
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5 at 20°C given in the discussion section showsThe computation of

that 6_ for PEI-ECH is less than . 078, . 077 for IRA-93, and . 062 for WGR
a

6.) n<<_ Z

This is the crucial assumption in that it permits re d_ction of

the surface concentration equation _o the form ( CEQ° Cl)e

Going back to the definitions of. these quantities, we have:

kG _ SkL 3kck L--½ +__ )a.d --aRs

"" .21 IZkGk L 85 IZkGk L 5s

_ = _a-R_ (kG2+2akGkL Ô�¼�°� �2")< aR (2skGkL)

since all the te._ns are positive in sign.

(zg)_/t < !2 kGk L 5s 65=---- which is far, far less than 1 since 5<< a
_Z aR(ZskGkL) aR +3

and R is of the order of I0 .

The assumptions involved in the derivation of the diffusion

equations, and the corresponding arguments supporting these assump-

tions, are:

I. ) The surface concentration of diffusing substance is des-

The verification of all the assumptions in the previous section

which lead to this form of equation justify its use.

Z. ) The immobilization of the diffusing substance follows the

relationship cIMMOBIL. =a cR.

Here two tacit points are involved: _he reaction is sufficiently _"

fast compared to the diffusion rate so that diffusion is not impeded,

and a is not a function o( C R. Since it has been concluded that CO Z is

the only diffusing substance, it is necessary to examine the steps in-

volved in the chemical reaction. First the CO Z must hydrate to form

H2COy Normally the ratio of carbon dioxide to carbonic acid is
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abou_ 300 (from the value of the hydration equilibrium constant (26)).

The reaction is sufficiently rapid--at 25°C, k _. 03 sec" 1 (27)--_that

its half time of 23 seconds is inconsequential in c0_nparison to the

length of time required tor the system to reach equilibrium (about 600

minutes at this temperature).
m

The second step is the ionization of carbonic acid to _CO 3 by

hydroxide ion which, according to Edsall and Wyman (25_ is much

more rapid than the first step. The resin, since it is in the I_3NH+OI-I "
°

form, provides the OH- ions. We have seen that a and the distribution
3

coefficient R are identical. But__R varies as PCO Z, -" while CR
1.0

varies as PCO Z . Again it must be pointed out that the value of R

varies at most by 7% over the last 9_0 of the reaction ti,ne so that for

by far the major portion of an experiment it may be considered con-

stant.

3. ) The diffusivity D is not a function of concentration.

Actually D' = D/(a + 1) + D/(R + 1) must be independent of con-

centration, and the trial-and-error solutions for D' /a Z and _aZ/D ' i

were cbtained for the best agreement among the D _values calculated

across the time span of the run. The diffusivity D can be expected to

be constant for dilute solutions such as these (23). The temporary de- !

pendence of R on concentration has already been discussed.

4. ) M is the equilibrium total mass transfer.Oo

Since almost all total uptakes were determined by linear ex-

trapolation because of the slowness of the diffusion, values of M OO

might be suspect. However, in all cases equilibrium was closely

enough approached that even a radical error in the slope of the extra-

polation line would mean an error of only a few per cent in Moo .
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5. ) The rate of absorption is given by equation 15.

I_ this is so, then concentration curves can be drawn using the

rate equation developed in the PROCEDURES section and matching its

results with those from equation 1 5:

'46o+1c" . c ) .
in out )instant OMOO O--c°

Att=O, (c. - cin ou_ )instant has its maximum value, while

_]_=oo Mo O equals zero. TMs relation is clearly inapplicable

at the beginning, the reason being that the absorption that is observed

at this time involves tre.nsfer to the water film rather than to the

particle. But again, a_ter a short time, _he diffusion equation does

agree with the experiznental results. An operational system can now

be designed.
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E. Mzscellaneous

ii , ,, ii

1. Rate of Absorption independent of Gas

In several instances f]ow disturbances occurrizig during an

experiment caused varir_tions in the gas velocity. Manipulating the

delivery pressure gauges in c_ _er to restore nornlal operating con-

ditions led to more velocity perturbations. It was noticed that, when

the disturbances occurred during the more linear portions of the con-

centration versue time curves, the sa_ae amount of CO Z _vas absorbed

during the transient period as would hi, re occurred "f the prevailing

snlooth curve were interpolated into th_.s region, i.e. if the velucity

had not changed.

It is well-lmown that a part _ diffusion mechanism would

show no gas stream effect because tLe ,,;low m_ ._on of the reacting

substance away from the particle surface and toward the interior

compared to the rate at which the stream delivered the substance to

the outside surface controlled the rate. Ho_;ever, when it was found

that Lhis simple aiffusion mechanism did not adequately describe the

process --- that indeed the delivery of CO 2 to the solid surface was

not instantaneous --- the validity of this conclusion was opened to

question. That it has been certified as correct came about with the

discovery that the _iquid film, and not the gas film, was the rate-con-

trolling step in the transfer of CO 2 from the bulk gas stream to the

liquid-solid interface. Since this is so, the fact that the thickness of

the gas boundary layer is a function of the Reynolds number (and hence

of the gas velocity) is no longer any problem. The gas velocity would

have to decrease by a factor of one hundred in order to have even a

slight effect (provided it didn:t disturb the liquid film) since z varies
1

as NRe 2 (25).
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Z. Regeneration

The concentr '.tion versus time curve_ for the regeneration process

are presented inAppendix C in Figures 46 through 6_. Suffice it to say that

the usual situation was that 85 to 95 per cent of the material absorbed

during a run was removed by this passage of hot, COzofree gas through

the bed, and that the unregenerated part was in the main responsible for

the loss of capacity noticed with each succeeding ruu (cf. Decay of Resin

Capacity). It was not possible to correlate the regeneration data in the

manner of the absorption data for the followin 8 reasons:

]. At low temperatures the diffusion process is slow and the

equilibrium extremely unfavorable. This r,'Leans that the concentration

of CO Z in the exit gas stream is very close to nero. Combining this Kith

the tendency of the a- vzer to drift makes the results obtained very

prone to large errors.

Z. At high teznperaturer the resin begins to dry out, so that we

have an unsteady-state moisture condition. We have shown how lower

humidity equilibria give spurious results due to stripping away th_ w_ter

film and the pore liquid. Adding to this a time-dependency negates our

afffusion analy_i_ completely.

3. At high temperatures with somewhat dry resin we also have

the possibilities of channeling and carbamate formation (Z6).

4. For the sake of rapidity, a number of the regenerations were

conducted under ,en-isothermal couditions.

5. One of the basic requirements for the use of the diffusion

equations is that the initial concentration distribution within the particle

be either constant of fully-known. Since only an occasional absorption

i'
was run to completion because of the long equilibration time, it follows

that a concentration gradient exists within the particle at the time the run

o.
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was terminated. But it was not possible to inunediately begin regener-

ation since gas lines had to be purged of CO 2, as well as the humidifier

column water supply, and the infrared analyzer had to be recalibrated.

The time required for these operations was always in the neighborhood

of twenty minutes. During this hiatus, the concentration profile within

the particle mutt have been adjusting itself to become horizontal, but

how far the adjustment had proceeded when regeneration was initiated

was not possible to tell. If a long wait occurre4 because it was desired

to heat up to 80°C before beginning,- then the equilibrium and kinetics

became so favorable that the exit gas concentration at the very beginning

was quite a bit greater than the upper calibration point of the analyzer

Most of the regeneration took place right at the beginning, since that was

when the most CO Z was present in the solid, and the accaracy of the

calculations was here in severest doubt because the recorder pen was off

scale for the first few minutes.

If al] these difficulties were overcome, it is assumed that the

regener_tion would have to follow the same model as the absorption, _ince

Crank (16) derives the diffusion equation for mass transfer in either

direction.

I
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3. Fluidization

Prior to the discovery of the method of packing the column with

screens and in sections as outlined in the "Packing Scheme" section an

attempt was made to circumvent the problem of gas channeling through

the bed by fluidizing the resin. It was reasoned that maximum contact

between the gaseous and resinous phases could be achieved this way,

!_ince a sufficien_ _ow of gas had to contact each individual particle in

order to keep that particle aloft. The minimum fluidization velocity

calculated for spheres in the ?-8 to 4c_ mesh diameter range (Z8) was

found to exceed the maximum that could be provided by the compressed

gas cylinde-s or the outside air compressor, even when the delivery

pressure was _-.t as high as fifty pounds per square in_.h gage. in

addition, such hign flow rates would have presented very small concen-

tration differences to the infrared analyzer; comblned with the flow

sensitivity of this measuring device, the results would have been highly

inaccurate.

A bypass line was introduced into the column's inlet and exit.

A large recycle of the gas leaving the bed was shunted into this line,

where an auxiliary gas compressor delivered it to the bottom (entrance)

of the column at tt.e prevailing inlet pressure. A recycle ratio of _ to 1

brought the external gas flow back to the . Z scfm rate normally employed.

A material balance envelope which does not cut the recycle stream sho,#s

that ti_e feed gas supplied by the cylinders is the same as this, so that

the amount of absorptior_ " independent of the recycle ratio.

Oue of the assumptions ir,_,olved wa _ that the fluidization would

be particulate, not aggreg_ttive. Zenz and Othmer (Z8) have stated that

a good many fine p_wers aggregate, even in an atmosphere whose relative

I . , 1
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hurnid:ty was as low as one per cent. When the expected improvement

in absorptive capacity was not found, and the pressure drop at incipient

/luidization was seen to rise as soon as something other than bone-dry

air (which had been used to obtain the value of this pres3ure drop for this

bed) was introduced, an alternative column of clear plastic _vas constructed.

When this bed was seen to slug in its entire_)r, fluidization was abandoned.
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VI. DESIGN OF OPERATIONAL SYSTEM

A.. Description

The carbon dioxide atmosphere control system is shown

diagrammatically in Fig. ZZ Inlet air can be fed to the system by

compressing it or by creating a parZial vacuum and pulling the air back

to the cabin by a r_t, arn system. Air leaving the cabin is first passed

into a humidification unit to raise the relative hura_dity of the influent

air from approximately 50% to 90% relative humidity of h_gher. The

purpose of this is, as shown earlier_ to increase the capacity of the

carbon dioxide absorbing system. In a space cabin, the water humidi-

fication system will operate by a wick assembly wherein liquid water

is in contact with strips of a felt-like material which absorbs water and

passes it along the fabric at good rates of speed. There are many designs

which can be eInployed here, but a wick system appears to L_ most

suitable and most simple.

The humidified air is then passed into the carbon dioxide

absorbing system, which has previously been regenerated. After

regeneration, this system _s near saturation with respectto wa_er vapor,

so that the amount of -_ater which is supplied by the humidifier is _n:all.

Also, since the inlet air to _he carbon dioxide absorber in presaturated

and the carbon dioxide absorption takes place at the bottom of the _olumn,

a good capacity is achieved even though the top of the column is not as

near saturation. Th? effluent air from the carbon dioxide absorber e,lter,

a water _bsorbing column which is comprised of the same resin but which

has beer_ pzeviously regenerated to remove most of its water content.

I

f
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR OPERATIONAL AIR PURIFICAT=ON SYSTEM
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The air leaving the water absorber is near the ambient relative

humidity in the cabin, namely, 50_0. This entire system has duplicate

carbon dioxide and water absorber beds, which are operated on alternate

cycles for continous control of atmos2heric CO Z levels.

During the regeneration cycle, the valve at the bottom of the

carbon dioxide absorber is closed and the carbon dioxide absorbing system

is heated to 80°C. This can be done by electric heating elements or by

the passage of a high frequency alternating current across _-_e bed which

is itself a good electrical conductor. The electric heaters are probably

most efficient, but there are many ways of heating these columns

efficiently. The carbon dioxide absorber column contains a negligible

amount of _i=, since the volume is taken up almost entirely by the solid

resin particles themselves. As the temperature in the carbon dioxide

absorber is raised, the partial pressure of carbon dioxide is increased

sharply. An automatically controlled expansion valve opens when the

pressure on the _pstream side exceeds a given preset level, which would

presurnably be at approximately ]/2 atmosphere. The vapor pressure of

water at 80°C is 355 ram. The pressure setting of the expansion valve can

be modified to obtain the most efficient regeneration in terms of z__imu___

carbon dioxide and minimum water removal. Prior to the vent is a heat

exchanger-condenser where the water vapor is condensed on a cold surface.

In order to pass the condensate into the wa. er storage container, one could i

employ a_entrifugal device, i
J

After the proper interval of time, the CO 2 absorber bed has been i

" regenerated. Most of the carbon dioxide has been removed with a relatively

small loss of water, ,_s will be shown later.
4

2
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At the same time, the water absorber unit is also heated to 80°C

but it6regeneration is continued untilmost of the water has been removed,

condensed and centrifuged intothe hold-up tank. The period oftime

required for thisis relativelyshort because of the sz_a11size of the

_Lnlt. -.

The second expansion valve opens only when the upstream

pressure is les__s than the preset pressure. This valve follows the heat
i

exchanger and vents the gas therein only after sufficient water has

condensed so that the gas finallyvented is much more concentrated in I

carbon dioxide than in water.

A small liquidpump distributesthe condensate among the beds

and humidifier column, while a holding tank provides storage for the

condens._te,which cannot be returned to the beds untiltheir regeneration

is complete.

A summary of the numerica! values associated "_ith this design appears

in Table 17.

i
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TABLE 17

NUMERICAL VALUES ASSOCIATED WIT_ DESIGN

CONDITIONS TO BE MAINT._INED IN CABIN:

1. 0.65% CO 2 b 7 volume

2, 50% relative humidity at 20°C

3. CO 2 introduced into air only by exhalation, aud water by

both exhalation and perbpiration, of two human beings.

I.ENGTH OF ABSORPTION CYCLE:

314 minutes

GAS FLOW:

5.114 sta,_dard cub._.c feet per minute

CO- ABSORBERS.

1. lXVJMBEI_: Z

2. FRAC_PION OF CAPACITY USED: 70%

3. WEIGHT OF PI_I-ECH RESIN (DRY): 7538 grams per bed

4. ASSgCIATED WATER: 1507¢, grams per bed

5. CO z ABSORBED PER CYCJ,E: 503.7 _rams per bed

WATER ABSORJ3ERS"

1. NUMBER: Z

2. FRACTION OF CAPACITY USED: 50%

3. WEIGHT OF PEI-ECH (DRY): 899 grams ]_.r bed

4. WATER ABSORBED PER CYCLE: 899 gran_s per bed

HUMIDIFIER:

I. WATER DEPLETED PER CYCLE: 471.3 grams %-
Z. SUGGESTED WATER Ii_VENTORY: 6(471.3) = Z833 grams

PUMP CAPACITY:

5500 grams in 314 minutes

q_
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TABLE 17 (CONTINUED)

VOLUMES: ,_

1. BEDS: Approximately 1.5 cubic feet total

2. AIR HUMIDIFIER: Less than Z. 2 cubic feet

3. WATER STORAGE TANK: Less than two-tenths cubic feet

4. HEAT EXCHANGER-CONDENSER: Less than two cubic feet

5. TOTAL VOLUME (INCLUDING PIPING): Less than 10 cubic feet

HEAT LOADS:

I. COg ABSORBER: 17880 Btu per cycle

2. WATER ABSORBER: 2-400Btu per cycle

3. TOTAL: Z0Z80 Btu per cycle

4. POWER (AVERAGE): l134watts

5. CONDENSER (REFRIGERATION) (IVIAXIMUM): 2-970Btu per hr.

6. ABSORBER COOLING (REFRIGERATION): 4717 Btu per cycle.

L

P
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B. Principles of Operation

ABSORPTION:

1. ) About 5 scfm of air at 20°C and 50% RH containing 0.65% CO Z

by _olume is blown through the air humidifier to raise it to

90% R H at 20°C.

2. ) This gas then passes to the nu_;ber one CO 2 absorber column

where its CO 2 content is reduced to close to zero.

3. ) From there, the excess water is absorbed in the number one

water absorber column; the exit gas stream is returned to the

cabin.

4. ) At the end of the 314 minute period flow is transferred to the

number two CO 2 and water absorbers by the control vaives,

and regeneration of the number one columns is begun.

REGENERATION:

1. ) The sm_ll amount of air trapped in the _oid spaces of the

packed beds is exhausted.

2. ) The CO 2 absorber bed is heated to 80°C. The first automatically

ccntroiled expansion valve will open when the CO 2 and HzO in

the vapor phase exert the set point pressure.

3, ) This gas then passes to the heat exchanger where most of the

water is condensed. When the total pressure becomes less

than the set point for the second au'.omatic expansion valve,

that valve will open to, vent the remaining gas, which is

mostly CO 2, to th_ space vacuum.

4. ) Condensate is pumped into the water storage container.
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5. ) When CO 2 removal from this bed is finishedp the heaters are

turned off and the water from step 4 is pumped back int_ the

column to resaturate thr resin.

6. ) The water absorber column is heated to 80°C now, and the

identical procedure followed (there must of necessity be

some CO 2 in this column too)

7. ) Water is pumped back to the air humidifier only in the amount

needed to replace what had been vaporized during the

absorption cycle.
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C. Additional Information

i | i

1. ) The first expaz_sion valve should be an automatic co_ltroller

which has its inlet side set for a uressure of about 200 mm

of mercury. In this way the regenerating absorber will be

exhausted of air r.apidly; with CO 2 escaping more rapidly

from the resin than water at 80°C it may be possible to

lower the water evaporation by not using the vapor pressure

of water out of the resin as a set point but a lesser value

instead. This will oe true if the CO Z partial pressure

reaches equilibrium before HzO partial pressure does. The

greater the water equiilbrium time compared to CO 2, the

less the value of this pressure set point can be. The second

valve should be set to open only when the pressure is less

than about _0 mm of mercury, to exhaust CO 2 after the water

is condensed.

2.. ) It is assumed that the heat exchanger-condenser (which saves

the water vaporized during regeneration) can be maintained at

Z0°C or iess by a combination of radiation to space and

convection to the cooling medium of the cabin air conditioning

system. It must provide a maximum of only about 3000 Btu/hr.

The same applies to the cooling requirement of the beds after

regeneration (a total Of 4700 Btu per cycle).

3. ) A blower or air compressor capab!e of providing at least _

5, 1 standard cubic feed per minute of gas at a maximum !_

_ressure of about 15 or Z0 psig and a pump capable of a flow i

of . 194 ft3/314 rain or 6.18 x 10 .4 ft3/min of water are needed. _

4 •
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VII. CONC LU SIONS

The polyethylenimine-epichlorohydrin resin is a good absorbing

material for carbon dioxide. In fact, it is better than any other known

resin, for Dowex WGR is the best commercial product available,

Carbon dioxide absorption capacity increases with increasing

gaseous carbon dioxide partial pressure and increasing water content,

and decreasing temperature.

A unique packing method and com,_lete water saturation were

required to prevent any effects of gas channeling, since these resins are

such lightweight solids.

The reaction apparently takes place in four steps, with diffusion

v,,ithin the particles the major rate-controlling step. Diffusion through

the surrounding liquid film is also an important contributing factor.

The PEI-ECH system should have immediate applicability to

closed-volume air purification systems in both spacecraft and submarines.

The general method of employing solid ion exchange resins to gas streams

containing small amounts of contaminant should be useful for any contaminant

which is reasonably soluble and forms an ionic compound in water, provided

the proper resin is chosen (for example, ammonia could be absorbed by a

high capacity acidic resin such as an acrylic).

It is recommended that future work also take place with the resins

in a form such that the diffusion influence is reduced, thereby speeding up

the reaction rate. Sdch a form is the ion-exchange membrane.

I
i
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API_F_NDIX !_

After work on the abo_yecontract _ad been completed, studi¢

were continued "_/ithoutsupport of NASA to attempt to find improved

methods for c_.xbon dioxide control without the ub,_of a granular mate-

rial. Solid fxlms have been prepared b) the combination of polyethyl-

enirnineand epichlorohydrin'_ogetherwitl_a film-forroing polyrrer soch

as a copolymer of vinyl clzlorideand scr_lonitrile. The f!Irn.forming

polymer is dissolved in a solutionalong _,iththe basic poIym_ aridthe

cross-linking agent and a film is cast which is dried ._ndcured.

i_ilms having thickne,,sesvaryi_g from :Lntilto several mils have

been preparec,. These have strong acid and carbon dioxide capaci-

tieswhich are approximately the same as the granular resin because,

under these circumstances, _..acb.less cross-linking age,a_is required,

The water absorbing cap_._ityis also lower, v_hich_ a p'.'onounced

weight advantage. The principal advantag_ of sheets o_ tl_.smatelial is

the considerably simplified mechanical design which caJ1i,eernployed.

Fig. 23 shows _ few designs which have been tested in a prel_min_ry

cell. Here, a hig_irate of absorption is achieved because the thickness

of the diffusionlayer can be controlled at will and there is no problem

of channeling of the beds. The changes in volume of the resin w}:ich

occur during operation ax'._ handled by either a spring-loaded sandwich-

type design or negative pressure design. The operating ch_ racteristics

of such a devi,'.esl_,ouldcompare quite favorably with those of the packed

beds described in thisreport.

f
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APPENDIX.. B: TABLES AND CALCULATIONS

r
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TABLE 20 *

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES OF

(D'/a2) AND (_a_/D' )FOR PEI - ECH RESIN

CONDr_TXCNS: (FIRST RUN} 20°C, 1.00_ CO 2, 100% RH

tiffin) 60 120 180 240 300
--

t z 7.75 10.95 13.42 15.49 17.32 :

8a 2
Mt/Moo .L44 .391 .520 .619 .689 ,

e

13 (D'tla 12 .236 .296 .341 .38_ .416 i

z-* i,,
{D'/a )z .0304 .0268 .0254 .0247 .0240 _.

20 (D't/a2)g ,205 .261 .302 .339 .368 !

a z ' I:(D/ )g 026g 0238 ,0227 0219 0Z12

31 (D'tlaZ)½ .176 .229 .272 ,304 .334 i

a2 '(D'/ )_ .0227 .0209 .0203 .0196 .0193

!
2 !

50 (D't/a)2 .155 .200 .242 .280 .309
1

(D'/a2)_ .0200 ,0183 ,0180 .0181 .0178"

Z !

100 (D't/a)a .128 .1705 .2125 •253 .286 i!

(D'/aZ)_ .01652 .01557 ,01584 .01632 .01651

60 (D'ta2)_ .1465 .1905 .232 .269 .3005

(D'/a2)-_ .01891 .01739 .01730 .01736 .01736

Ignoring the first column, the results are;

(D'/a2)avg= 3.011 x I0"4; _ --60x 3.011 x 10-4 = 1.807 x I0"Z
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TABIA_ 21

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES OF (D:/az)

AND (_aZiD') FOR PET - ECH RESIN

CONDITICNS: (SEC_OND RUN) Z0°C. 1.00% CO z, 100% RH

t(rnin) 80 160 240 320 400

t z 8.94 12.65 15.49 17.89 20.00

D_-,z Mr/Moo .Z5Z .434 .598 .7Z2 .835

60 (D't/a2}½ .149 .Z04 .Z61 .317 .387
l

(D'/a2)_ .01667 .01613 .01685 .0177Z .01935

t/a2 *40 (D' )_ .166 .22Z .Z795 .333 .402

Z-*
(D'/a )a .01857 .01755 .01803 .01861 .02010

l

20 (D't/a2)_ .2085 .275 .331 .383 .446

2-*
(D'/a)z .02331 .02174 .0Z137 .02!41 .02230

l

Z7 (D't/a2)_ .189 .254 .307 .358 .423
1

(D'/a2)_ .02115 .02007 .01982 .02001 .02115

D'/a z) = 4.Z20 x 10"4; _= 27x 4.ZZ0 x 10"4= 1.141 x I0-z
avg
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TABLE 22

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCUL.,&T!ONS FOR BEST VALUES OF

(D'/a2)AND (_aZ/D ') FOR PEI- ECH RESIN

CONDITIONS: (THIRD RUN) 20yC, .1.00% CO z, 100% .RH

t(min 60 120 180 240 300
!
t_ 7.75 10.96 13.42 15.49 17.32

_aZ Mt/Mo/) . 260 . 403 . 524 . 614 . 689D'
m__. -- i i u | i

a2 260 (D't/ )2 .151 .194 .2337 .2665 .3005

a2 -*(D'/ ) 2 . 01948 . 01771 . 01741 . 01721 . 01736

75 (D't/a2){ .144 .184 ._5 .259 .2935
1

(D'/a2) _ .01858 .01679 ,C1655 .01672 .01696

I

80 (D't/a2)_ .142 .18;', ,2215 .Z565 .2918
1

(D'/a2)g .0183_ 01662 .01651 .01657 .01t684

I

70 (D't/a2)_ .1453 o1867 °228 .2635 .296

(DO/a '-) Z . 01876 . 01'/02 . 0170t .01700 . 01709

-- i i i .,k,_l I i i ml i in iii i

Ignoring the first column, the results are:

(D'/a2)avg= Z.903 x 10"4; _ = 70x2.903x I0"4= 2.033x 10-2.
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TABLE 23

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES OF

2 2
(D'/_)AND (_a /D') FOR PEI- ECH RESIN

CONDITIONS: 20°C, 0.65% CO 2, 100% RH

t(min) 60 120 180 240 300
!
t_ 7.75 ).96 !3. t*Z 15.49 '7 32

Mt/M .245 ,363 .471 .579 r686O3

2- I
60 (D't/a)z .1465 ,182 .2155 .2533 ,299

(D'/a2) _ .01890 .01662 .01605 .01634 .01727

Z !
51 (D't/a )z .1553 ,192 .226 .264 ,3082

I

(D'/a2) _ .02040 .01753 .01686 .01705 .01778

1

75 (D'i"aZ)_ ,1359 .172 .206 .246 .2915

(D'/a2) _ .0175 _ .01572 .01572 .01588 ,01682

2-*
100 (D't/a)a .1283 .162 .195 .236 .2837

(D'/a2) _ °01657 .01479 .01453 .0]523 .01638

I

115 (D't/a2)_ .124 .158 .191 .232 .278
1

(D'/aZ) _ ,01601 .01 _43 ,01424 .01498 .01605
%

Z-*
110 (D't/a)z .126 .1595 .1925 .233 .282

2-*
(D'/a)_ .01628 01457 .01435 .01504 .01628

-- n j, i _ . ,,,,mJm,,

(D'/a z) = 2.340 x 10"4; _ = 110 x 2.340 x 10-4 = 2.573 x I0"z
avg
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TAELE 24

TRIAL AND ];_RROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUEb OY'

(D'/a 2) AND ([JaZ/D ') FOR PEI - ECH BESIN

CONDITIONS: 20°C, 0.30% CO.., 100%RH

t(min) 60 120 180 240 300
I

t_ 7.75 10.96 13.42 I%.49 17o32

-)

D' Mt/M,e .215 .362 .501 .620 .725

"9

6() (D_t, _ ") .137 .182 .226 .269 .319

'_ '_ } .01768 .01662 .01683 ,0173"; ,:',!:_;'_

55 (D't/a 2) .143 .186 .2305 .2735 .322
"2

(D_/a '_') .01845 .01699 .01719 .01765 .01858

48 (D't/a2) .147 .194 .238 .280 .328

(D'/a 2) .01896 .01772 .01773 .01807 .01893
.i

50 (D't/a 2) . 1455 . 193 .2365 . 280 . 3265

(D'/a 2) .01878 .01764 .01763 .01807 .01884
a m i

(D'/aZ)avf, = 3. 311x i0"4", fB= 50 x 3. 313 x I0-4 = 1.657 x I0-2
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TABLE 26

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOK BES r VALUES OF

(D'I,_2) AND (_a2/D ') FOR PEI-ECH RESIIW

CONDITIONS: 40°C, 0,30_ CO z, 100% RH.

t(rrdn) 40 80 120 160 200
!
ta 6.3Z 8.94 I0.96 IZ. 65 14.14

M_./M .248 .427 .565 .682 .786(30

2!
40 (D't/a)z .164 .220 .267 ,314 .3685

(D'/a') _ .02593 .92461 .02438 ,02482 .02604

36 (D't/a2)½ .170 .2275 .2753 .322 .374
I

(D'/a') _ ,02687 .02546 .02513 .02546 .02644

o

38 (D'tla2)_ ,167 .2238 .2713 .3195 .372
I

(D'/aZ) _ ,02640 .02503 .02477 .025Z4 .02629

2 ±
39 (D't/a _ ._655 .222 .2698 .317 .3805

I

(D'/a2)_ .02617 .02482 .02462 .02505 .02619
i in | i • iii _ ii i , i •

(D'/aZ)avg = 6.44x I0-4; _ = 39 _6.44x I0"4:-: 2.515 x I0-2

)

i
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TABLE L7

TRIAL AND ERROR CA.LCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES

OF (D '/a2) AND (_a2/D' ) FOR PEI - ECH RESIN

CONI)IT[QNS: 70 °C r 1.00% CO 2, ]00% RH

t (rnin 20 40 60 _0 1O0
_1

t a 4.46 6.32 7.75 8.94 I0.00

D_-,z Mt/Moo .407 .623 .750 .844 •911
i ,, m

36 (D't/aZ) ½ .2Zl .298 .355 .4125 .476
I

(D'/a2) _ .0496 .0471 .0458 .0461 0476

40 (D't/a2)½ .Z 14 .289 .348 .409 .473
. 1

(D'/a_) g .0480 .0457 .0449 .0458 .0473

1

48 (D't/a2) _ ;2063 .2_03 .342 .401 .463
1

(D:/a 2)] .0462 .0444 .0441 .0449 .0463

, • -i

(D'/aZ)avg= 20.46 x I0-4; _ = 48 x20.46 x 10"4= 9.84x I0"z
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TABLE 28

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES OF

(D'/a 2) AND (_a2/D ')FOR PEI - ECH RESIN

CONDITIONS: 70°C_ 0A30% CO z, 100%RH

t(min) 20 40 60 80 100

t 2 4.46 6.32 7.75 8.94 I0.00

Mr/Mco .305 .515 .666 .778 .864
D'
• i .i i . J., , |i |

1

50 (D't/a2)_ .174 .241 .299 .356 .419
I

(D'/a2) _ .0390 .0381 .0386 .0398 .419

I

40 (D't/a2)_ .183 .249 .307 .363 .425
I

(D'/a2) _ o0411 .0394 .0396 .0496 .0425

! r

31 (D't/a2_ .198 .270 .324 .379 .437
1

(D:/a2) _ .0444 .0427 0418 .0423 .0437

l

36 (D't/a2)_ .189 .257 .316 .369 .430
I

('/a2) _ .0424 .0406 .0408 .0413 .0430

1

33 (D't/a2) _ .195 .262 .321 .377 .436
:

(D'/a2) _ .0428 .0414 .0414 .0421 .0436

/ill i m ii . i _ i m , |

By linear interpolation, the results are:

(D'/aZ)avg = 18.16 x 10-4; _ = 32 x 18.16 x I0"4 = 5.81 x I_ 2 i

I.

J

J
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TABLE 29

TRIAL AND ERROR GALCULA'iIONS FOR BEST RESU/,TS

OF (D'a/2)AND (_a2/D ')FOR PEI- EGH RESE4

CONDITIONS: 20°C_ 1.00_ CO z, 70% RH

t(rrdn) 60 120 180 Z40 300
!
tz 7.75 10.96 13.42 15.49 17.32

_- Mt/Mco .248 .521 .588 ,753 .876
m ii m

1

20 (D't/a2)g .2065 .271 .3265 .3985 .478
1

(D'/aZ)g .02666 .02473 .02434 .02573 .02761

X

I0 (D_t/a2)_ .256 .332 .400 .4815 .565

2 !
(O'/a )" .03303 .03013 .02982 .03110 .03265

X

12 (D't/a2)_ .2413 .315 .3815 .457 .537

2-*
(D'/a )a .03112 .02877 .02842 .02952 .03104

i, inil m t ,Rm i .m

(D'/aZ)avg= 8.86x I0"4; B= IZx8.86x 10"4= 1.064x I0"2

<

4
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TABLE 30

TRt_L AI_ID ERROR CALCUL_,TIONS FOR BEST VALUES

' ( aZ/D,OF (D'/a') AND ) FOR PEI - ECH RESKN

CONDITI__ ONS: 2_°C, _..0070 C o z, 5_%RH

,,(rnin) 60 120 180 240 300

_i

tz 7_ 7_ i0.96 ]3,42 15.49 i7.3"

2

_r Mr/Mao . o355 .573 .756 ,_88
176

51 (D' t/aZ) _ .133 .I°0 .262 .342 .442

(D'/a2) "_ .01716 .01734 .01953 .02207 .02553

I

13 (D't/a2)_ .204 .2805 .3635 .450 .542
!

(D'/aZ) _ .02633 .02562 .0_708 .02904 .03130

I
a 27 (D't/ ) .250 .343 ,441 .541 .645

!

{O'/aZ) $ .03228 .03113 .03283 .03493 .6Yl24

10 (E_;t/a2)½ .220 ,304 .394 .4_. .576
1

(D'/a2) g .02840 .02777 .02936 .03117 .03323

i

Lack of any cons%ancy azr,ong the valuer, o_ (D'/aZ) g indicate6

that the postulated diffusion rr,odel doe_J not fit these data.
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I'A BLE 31

CALCULATED VALUES OF VARIABLES FROM THE GENERALIZED

CORRELATIONS FOR I-'EI-ECH RESIN

Pcoz M zX1°4T£T_K_ (atm) K__lm _ (rain- (min-!l ......._R. (min-ll .j3a2/D

573 .01 I08.3 4.64 44. Z 1.133 3978 l.llZ 98.1

273 .003 i08.3 2.04 44.2 1.133 5815 0.760 67.0

293 .01 68.9 2.95 93.9 2.960 4450 2. II0 71.3

293 .0065 68.9 2.17 93.9 2.960 5090 1.845 62.4

293 .003 68.9 1.30 93.9 2. 900 6510 1.444 48.8

313 .OJ 46.4 1.99 183 6. 980 4918 3. 717 53.3

313 .003 46.4 .8.3 183 6.980 7200 2.542 36.5

?43 .01 27.9 1.19 426 20.40 5590 7.613 37.3

343 .003 27.9 .524 426 20.40 8185 5.210 25.5

,,, un,n i

PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN gALCULATED AND
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES

T PC_ _ _ _. D,/a 2 R _ _a2/D ' -'

273 .01 +10.4 +14.3 +58._ -33.9 +21.2 +31.4 -1.90

273 .003 +14.6 -40.3 -8.42 +21.4 -28.1 -46.4

293 .01 +].72 +27.4 -t.-'..4 +0.41 +27.! +36.2

293 .0065 -0,58 -1.36 -29.5 +26.5 +1.74 -28.3 -43.2

293 .003 +2.36 -12.6 -1G 6 +0.39 -12.9 -2.40

313 .01 -15.8 -3.24 -II,2 -12.9 -2.61 -8.97 +4.51

313 .003 -27.8 -17.3 +6.40 -18.1 +1.07 +6.85 qb

343 .01 +12.6 -I.20 -0.30 +27.5 -22.6_ +28.6

343 .003 +9.41 +16.4 -15.8 _12.3 +29.2 -I0.3 +25.5

d_

5
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TABLE 32

FRACTIONAL MASS UPTAKE DATA (DERIVED FROM THE GENERAL

CORRELATIONS) FOR DESIGN CONDITIONS OF Z0°C, 0_65% CO 2,

100% RH IN A FRESH, WATER-SATURATED PACKED BED OF

- ECH RESIN (GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION IS CrVEN IN

FIGURE 35, IN CONJUNCTION WITH CORRESPOBTDING EXPERIMENTAL

DATA)

M%

TIME t(nin) (D't/a2) ½ Mt/.M (_ms/dry _m)
20 .0769 .054 .00516
40 .1088 .128 .01223
60 .1332 .203 .01940

80 •1539 .274 .02618
I00 .1720 .334 .03193
i20 .1885 •391 .03757
140 .2036 .440 .04205
160 .2176 .484 .04205
180 .2306 .522 .04632
200 .2434 •556 .04990
220 .2_50 •587 •05311
240 .2664 .616 •05613
260 .2775 •641 •05885
280 •2878 •665 •06125
300 .2979 •684 .06?35
320 .3078 .705 .05735
340 .3171 .724 .06918
360 .3263 •742 •07090
380 •3353 .758 •07240
400 .3440 .772 .07382

. J ,i

NO TE S

From Figure 14, D'/a z = 2 96 x 10-4 (minutes) "I

From Figure 16, _R= 93•9 (nunutes) -I

= Z 17 Imeq/dry gram)From Figure 3, Moo . .

From Equation 24, R= 4957 (.0065_''316exp(-910/(l.987 x293)) = 5090
= (_R)/R= 93.9/5090 = 1.845 x I0"2 (minutes) "I _

_2/D' = 1 845 x I0-2/2 96 x 10-4 = 62 35 i

Values of Mt/Mco are gotten by linear interpolation between the

Mt/Mco curves for _a2/D ' = 60 (Figure 75} and _aZ/D ' = 65 (Figure 77).

(gins/dry gram) = (Mt/Moo)(Mco) (44/I000)
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TABLE 33

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATION FOR BEST VALUES OF

lD'/a 2) AND _ aZ/D '

FOR AMBERUTE mA-93 RESIN

CON_DITIONS: z0Oc_,_1.00% CO 2 z_100% RH

t , I ! Z ! I
(mix,) ...t _ Mt/Mm (D'/aZ) ½ (D't/a2) ½ (D't/a2)_ (D'/aZ) z (D't/a)z {D_/aZ)_

5 Z. 237 .313 .102 .0456 .Z64 1181 192 0858

10 3.161 .537 .19] .0601 ,348 110_ 264 0834

15 3. 873 •687 .264 •0682 .414 1069 324 0836

20 4.470 .782 .324 .0724 .464 1039 372 0832

25 5. 000 •844 .373 •0746 •503 1007 413 0826

30 5. 475 •884 •409 •0747 •539 0984 447 0817

35 5. 915 •91Z .440 .0774 •567 0958 476 0804

40 6.325 .934 .472 .0746 .594 0939 515 0814

45 6. 710 .954 •509 •0758 .624 0931 548 0816

50 7. 070 •970 •553 .0782 •654 0925 580 0820

55 7. 415 .983 .600 .0809 .700 0944 628 0846

60 7. 750 •992 .665 .0858 667 0861

71 I. 000

D'/a 2 = 6.89 x I0 -3 min "]

-3 -1
= 36x 6.89 x I0 = .248 rain

The raanufacturer states that the particles have a diameter range of . 40 to

.50 rnm, so that a is approximately ½ (. 40 + 50) mm ?.. 25 x 10 -7-'--. . -- era.

R = 11.97/78 - I = 331

(I.173)(3.93 x 10"Z)(10 "2)
%

z/D = (D'la 21 (R+IIlaz) = 16.89x10"3)1332)(5.07x10"41/60 = 1.93xI0 "5 cra see

(aZ/3)(6/a)/DL '60/_R = 60/.(.248x 331) = .731 = and DL=I.7/xI0 "5 crnZ/sec

.'.6/a = 0. 077
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TABLE 54

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES OF

(D'/az) AND (13aZ/D ')

FOR DOWEX WGR RESIN

CONDITIONS- o°c, I:00-_oCO z, I00_o R H

t(min) 80 160 240 320 400 480 560

1

tz 8.94 IZ.65 15.49 17.89 Z0.00 Zl.9Z Z3.66

Z

_ a Mt/M ;21Z .325 .437 .549 .661 .774 .875 "OO
D'

Z 1_
95 (D'/a )z .123 .151 " .185 .ZZ5 .273 .335 .417

(D'/a2)_z .01377 .01193 .01195 .01Z58 .01365 .01528 .0176Z
I

38 (D't/aZ)_ .1567 .193 .ZZ6 .264 ..308 .358 .438
1

(D!/ag)_ .01751 .01526 .01459 ..01476 .01540 .01634 .01849

(D,tlaZ)*26 _ .176 .219 .Z57 .Z93 .335 .388 .455

Z !
(D'/a )z .01968 .01733 .01659 .01638 .01675 .01770 .01923

1

Z9 (D't/aZ)_ .170 .gl0 .Z49 .287 .3Z9 .382 .450

Z__
(D'/a)z .01901 .01661 .01608 .01604 .01645 .0174Z .0190Z

(DZ/a2)- = 2.97x 10"4 (rninutes)"I ; 13= Z9 x _ 97 x 10-4 -Z
avg "' = .861x 10

)

i
T
<
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TABLE 35

!

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES OF (D /aZ)

AND (_aZ/D) FOR DOWEX WGR RESIN

CONDITIONS" 0°C, 0.30% CO 2, 100% RH

t(min) 80 160 Z4C 320 400 480

1/2
t 8.94 12.65 15.49 17.89 20. 00 21. 92

D M_Moo .351 .558 .679 .775 .853 .917

, 1
48 (Dt/aZ}z " . 190 .255 .306 .356 .408 .472

, l
(D /aZ)Z . 02125 . 02015 . 01975 . 01989 . 02040 . 02155

, 1
40 (D t/a2}Z " . 198 .264 .313 .361 .416 .481

, 1
(D /a2)2 " .02213 .02086 .02023 .02020 .02080 .02194

. . _ - _ '_a 2 ..... : .............. 0" 4 -=
' a2avg -4By Interpolation: D 43; (D / " = 4. 37 x 1 (minutes}

= 43 x4.37 x 10 -4 1 88Z x 10 -2 (m,.,utes} "1-- • ";I"'- •
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TABLE 36

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES O__ (D/a21

AND (_aZ/D ')FOR DOWEX W G R RESIN

CONDITIONS: [FIRST] Z0°C, I°00% CO 2, 100,_ RH

t(min) 60 120 180 240 300 360

_'_/Z 7.75 10.96 13.42 15.49 17.32 18.98

2

IV[t/IV[c_.279 .440 .571 .689 ,795 .88Z
D

80 (D t/a2)_ .1475 .X94 .239 .zgz .355 .425
1

(D /aZ)z" .01902 . 01772 .01780 .01885 .02051 ,0ZZ39
1

51 (D t/a2)_ .166 ,216 .261 .3085 .365 .435
1

(D /aZ)_ .02141 .01971 .O_q,_5 .b_'9?Z .0ZI07 .02293
1

38 (D t/a2)Z".179 ,2Z65 .272 .3Z0 .3765 .444
1

(D /aZ)_ .02308 .02069 .0Z0Z7 .02065 .02175 .02340
1

k2--33 (D t/ )Z .1865 .2365 .2825 .3315 .385 :452
±

(D /aZ)Z .0Z405 .0Zl:)0 .02104 .02141 .02ZZ2, 02382
1

36 (D t/aZ)Z .181 .2315 ,2775 .325 .38( .445
1

(D /aZ)[ .02336 .02114 _02067 .02098 ;" :_ .02345

_az , aZ)
D' = 35; (D / a_g 4.90 x 10-4 (minu£es) I,_ = !i_x 4.90 x 10-4

-Z -I
= I.717 x I0 (minutes) .

_r
q

i.

i
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TABLE 37

_fklAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES: OF

I I

(D /aZ) AND(_aZ/D) FOR DOW'_X WGR RESL'_

COND!TIONS: (SECQN D) Z0°Cj I: 00_o CO 2, 10070 RH ,
%

t(min) 60 IZ0 180 240 300 360

tl/z 7.7L I0.96 13.42 15.49 17.32 18.98

a_ .259 .431 .581 , ?07 .810 .892, Mr/Moo
D

...... , , - , ,,,| ul , ,

, t/a2 123 (D )2".. 201 .2.62 .313 . _65 .421 .482
1

(D' /aZ)_ .02594 .02392 .02331.023u8 .02430 .0Z542

25 (D' t/a2)Z" . 195 .25" .306 .358 .414 .477 ._

(D' /a 2 .07.517 . 02345 .,52_.81.02312 o0Z390.02515 i'_

(D' /aZ)avg = 5.73 x I0 -4 (n,inute _)-I; _ = Z5 x 5.73 x I0 -4 J_

-2 - I ,_
= I.433 x I0 (minutes) . 3-

_U

2_-

.le,_

"
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TABLE 38

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES OF (D'/a2)

AND (_aZ/D ') FOR DOWEX WGR RESLN

COIqDITIOIqS: 20°C, 0.65% CO z,100% RH
J , i -- • 7 -- , , ,

t(min) 60 120 180 240 300 360

tI/2 7.75 I0.96 13.42 15.49 17.32 18.98 --

_-_ MtlM _ .231 .412 .567 .700 .808 .891
D

n L | __| c - _ c - - J , . n

, I
23 (D t/a2)_ .188 .256 .307 .3615 .420 .481

, l
(D /a2)_ .02427 .02336 .02287 • 02333 • 02424 •02532

, !
19 (D t/a2)7"- .203 .270 .3235 .378 .433 .4935

, )
(D /a2)_--.02621 ,02464 .02412 .02439 .02498 .02599

, I
20 (D t/aZ)_ .2005 .268 .3195 ,?,75 .428 .492

, I
(D /aZ)Z" . 02589 • 02447 . 02383 . 02422 . 02468 • 02593

....... 6 10 " ........, ? -4 ...... - '4
(I?./a') . 18 x (minutes) _ = 20 x 6.18 x I0

avg
= I.Z36 x lO"2 (minutes)"I.

k
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TABLE 39

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES OF (D' /a z)

Z '
AND (_a /D) FOR DCWEX WGR RESIN

CONDITIONS: Z0°C, 0. 30% CO 2, 100°/6RH
n ,, .........

t(min) 60 120 180 240 300 360

_.I/z 7.75 I0. 96 13.42 15.49 17.3Z 18.98

__,& M_c ° .ZZ9 .330 .531 .671 .794 .875
D

j,, • , i mm n n , c _ c .....

, I
Zl (D t/aZ)_ . 194 .2525 .3033 .357 .418 .474

I
(D /aZ)_ .02509 .02306 .02259 .02303 .02414 . 0?,499

, I
ZZ (D t/aZ)Z" . 193 .249 .299 .354 .417 .473

, I
(D /aZ)_ . 02490 . 0ZZ7_ .0Z228 .02284 . 02408 . 02492

(D: /aZ)avg 5.58 x 10 .4 (minutes)'l; _ = ZZ x 5.58 x 10-4

= I.228 x I0"2 (minutes) "I.
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TABLE 40

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES OF (D'/aZ)

AND (,saZ/D')FOR DOWEX WGR RESIN

CONDITIONS: Z0°C, 0.30% CO 2, 100% RH (GAS) [W_THOU'£ RE-WET-. = : - - = , ..... :_ _ = -- am,

TING SURFACE]

t(rnin) 20 60 I00 140 180 220

l!z
t 4.47 7.75 I0.00 II.82 13.42 14.83

Mr/Moo . Z21 .409 .566 • 699 .808 • 891
D , . . ......

cc - c± ....... 7C J i i . . • j ..

, 1
55 (D t/a2)_ .144 .200 .253 .310 .372 .440

, 1
(D /a2)_" .03218 .02581 .02530 .02623 .02.773 .02967 _.

75 (D t/aZ)_ .132 .188 .240 .299 .363 .437
t 1 '

(D /aZ)z" .02950 ,02426 .02400 . 02528 •02703 •02948
i

.... | _ - - i jill • | [

D'/az = 7.07 x 10-4 (mlnutes)" I;8 = 75 x 7.07 x 10-4

= 5.31 x I0 "2 (minutes) "1. :
?

g
J

¢

i

f
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TAT3 LE 41

TRLA.L AND _,r<ROR CALCUIJ_TIONS FOR BEST VALUES OF (D'/a Z)

AND (_aZ/D ') FOR DOWEX WGR RESIN

,JONDITiONS: 40°C, I.00_, CO z, 100Te RH

t(rnin% Z0 50 80 ]I0 i40 170 ZO0

t1/2 4.47 7, 07 8.94 I0.49 II. 82 13.03 1,4.14

_z mt_ .158"i343 .4sz _iz .7z7 .8,.9 e94

D,t/a2)_ _ . __ . ..... _ .... _______26 ( ,150 ,218 .366 " .310 .358 .409 .472
, 1

((D /a2)_ .033,,,"=_ ,03082 .02975 .02955 .03050 .03141 .03339

, l
29 (Dt/a2)'Z , 147 .Z165 .264 .30°5 .3575 .408 ,469

, )
(D /a2)_ .03287.03063 .02953 .02941.03020 .03125.03314

w i ..... i i L • I ...._ •

' Z )-I
By interpolation: = 28, 4; (D /a )avg 9.71 x 10 .4 (mir_utes ;D

= 28, 4 x 9.71 x 10 -4 = Z. 757 x I0"2 (minutes) "I.
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T/,BLE 42

TRIAL AND ERROR CAI_CULAT!ONS FOR BEST VALUES OF

(D'/a2) AND (_a2/D ')FOR DOWEX WGR RESIN

CONDITIONS. 40oC. 0.30%CO 2, 100_'oRH
,ll i_ ii i • • l

t(mim) 20 50 80 II0 140 170 200

A
tz 4.47 7.07 8.94 I0,49 II.82 13.03 14.14

2

-_-i_---_,Mt/Ma_" .1664 .347 .497 .628 .7_--- .834 .
903

I

26 (D't/a2)_ .156 .227 .777 .921 .371 .424 .483
l

(D_/a2)x .03488 .037,i0 .03099 .03060 .03137 .03254 .03414

1

31 (D't/a2)_' .147 .213 .264 .308 .359 .414 .4735
I

(D'/aZ)_ .03287 .030!! .02954 .02937 .03039 .03178 .03347

2 l,
"_'_"_,'_,aia .1515 .2_,I .271 .315 .365 .419 .28 480

(D_/a2)_ .03388 .03123 .03033 .03003 .03089 .03217 .03394

-" _ 4t . . ,-I
(D,'/;_')_,vg- I0.12 x I0" ,mznutes; ;

= 28 x I0. Ii x 10-4 :"Z.837 x 10"Z(rninut,es)"7"

i
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TABLE 43

TRAIL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST VALUES OF

(D'/a2)AND (_aZ/D ')FOR DOWEX W GR RESIN

CONDITIONS: 70°C, I.00_/oCO2,. 100e/aRH_.__ _
I

t(min) 5 i0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 !
1 i.

tg 2.237 2.162 3,872 4.470 5.000 5.480 5.9i5 6.324 6.710 !
2

_ Mt/M m .2773 .4325 .5534 .6290 .7045.770 .826 .873 .911 _
I

29 (D't/a2)g .193 .2475 .288 .316 .348 .380 .4115 .448 .486

a2 x I!(D'/ )g .082 .0782 .0744 .0707 ,0696,0693 .0696 .0707 .0724 _
1 L:

36 (D't/aZ)7 .180 .229 .271 .300 .332 .3645 .401 .436 .4?5 "_

a2 x ::(D't/ )g .0805 .0724 .0699 .0671 .0664.0666 .0679 .0689 .0708 i{
1

51 (D't/a2)_ .1653 .2133 .2545 .2835 .3165.350 .387 .4265 .466

(D'/a2) g .0739 .0674 .0657 .0634 .0633.0639 .0654 .0675 .0694 !_

65 . .1535 .199 ,239 .271 306 341 380 418 4,_1 !i

(D'/a2) g . 0686 _0629 .0617 .0606 . 0612. 0622 .0641 .0660 . 0687 12i

......... I;

2) 4( ) "
'/a avg --40.96 x I0 minutes -I ; i.i

p ; 65 x 40.96 x 10 -4 ,-- 26.63 x 10 .2 (minutes) "1

i
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TABLE 44

TRIAL AND ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR BEST V..&LUES OF

(D;ia 2) .'AND (_aZ/D ')FOR DOWEX V¢GR RESIN

CONDITIONS: 70°C, 0.30%C0 z, 100%RH

t(min) 5 I0 15 20 2.5 30 35 40
A

t z 2,237 2.162 3.87Z 4,470 5.0005.480 5.915 6.325

aft/• Mr/Moo .2538 .408 .5364 .646 .739 .8135 .8735 .919
, _, --, _ ii Ji i

I

51 (D't/aZ)7 ,..t58 .Z0_ .Z49 .Zgl .333 _378 .427 .475

Z!
(D'/a)z ,0623 .0651 .0643 ,0651 .0666.0690 .07ZZ .0751

i

36 (D't/aZ)_ .1717 .ZZI5 .264 .30& .3485.3905 .4375 .487

/aZ)½(D' .0765 .0699 .068Z .0684 .0697,0713 .0739 .0770

33 (D't/aZ) z ,1785 ,ZZ65 .Z69 .312 ,356 .396 .446 .493

2!
(D'/a')Z .0798 .0717 .0694 ,0697 .07[Z,07Z3 .0753 .0779

• i i ,, J , i i | J, , I

Z

_- /aZ)avg
35; (D' = 51'.87 x 10 -4 (minutes) -I

=: 35 x 5Z. 87 x I0"'4= 18.52 x I0 -2 (mi,,_utes)"I

%
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TABLE 4-_

DETERMD.4ATION OF WATER CAPACITY OF RESINS

PE -ECHDC/W'EX WGR _ _
SAMPLE W._IGI-ITS _.__

A Tare 1. 3461 gmJ 1. 3337 gins
Wet+Tare 3.6300 gins 4_ 1376 gins

Dry+Tare 2. 3587 gins 2. 2840 gins
Water 1. 2713 gins 1.8536 gins
Resin 1. 0126 gins 0. 9503 gins
Ratio I.255 gmslgm I.952 gms/grn

B Tare I.3353 gins, 1. 3432 gins
Wet+Tart_ 3.7670 gins 4./,135gins

Dry+TI:e 2. 4193 gins 2. 3958 gins
Water I.3477 gmk 2,0177 gins
R(,sln 1. 0840 gms I.0526 gins
Ra_.o I.242 gins/gin I,915 gins/grn

C Tare I.3350 gins I.3399 gins
"Wet+Tare 3.6798 gins 4.5396 _ms

Dr',+Tare Z.3800 gms Z.4795 gins
Water 1. 2998 g.n_s Z. 0601 gins
Resin i. 0450 gins. ]. 1396 gins
Ratio 1,243 gins/gin 1. 807 grns/g*.n

D Tare I.3399 gins I.3351 grr.s
Wet+Tare _,. 5500 gins 7. 9086 gins
Dry+Tare 2. 3255 gins 3. 6938 gms
Water I. 2245 gins 4. Z14,8 _ms
Resin 0.9856 gins 2, 3.587gins
Ratio I.242 gms/gm I. 788 gins/gin

For Dower WGB, the average value o£ the ratio of water to dry resin

is 1. 245 grams per grain. For PEI-ECI'I, i# was assumed that, since weight

los_ to the atmosphere must have been rapid right from the instant that

iil_ration cea|ed, the true value o£ the water capacit7 should be slight17

greate,_ than that exhibited by the first sample. Therefore, the capacity _as !

as|ume_ to be 2,00 grams of water per gram of dry resin. _

I
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APPENDIX C: GRAPHS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

%.
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O°C, I00% RH PE.I ABSORPTION (CORRECTED TO .2 scfm)
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O°C, 100% RH PEZ ( CORRECTEDTO .2scfm } ( CONT.)
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OeC, IGO%RH pFT ABSORPTION ( CORRECTED TO .2 scfm) ( CONTINUED}
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20 ° C, 100% RH PE]_ ( CORRECTED TO .2 scfm )
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[SECONDRUN]20°C,lO0°XrRH,I%C02 PEI (CORRECTED TO .2scfm)
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[ TH!_D RUN ] 2rj*C, I% C02, 100% RH PE! (CORRECTED TO.2 scfm)
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TO%Rh, I% C02.20°C PEI ABSORPTIOh (CORRECTED TO2scfm).P
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20°C, I 0% C02,55%RH PEs
ABSORPTION (CORRECTED TO .2 scfm )
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40°C, IO0%,qH DE;. ABSORPTION (CORRECTED TO .2 $cfm)
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7'0" C, WET SURFACE, PEI ABSORPTION ( CORRECTED TO .2 $cfm)
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I% CO2, 100% RH PEI ABSORPTION(FRESH-MATERIAL-AND-.2scfrnBASIS)
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I% C02,100% RH PEZ ABSORPTION(FRESH-MATERIAL-AND-.2scfmBASIS) _',CONT.)
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I% C02,:O0%RH PEI ABSORPTION

(FRESH-MATERIAL-AND-_2 scfm BASIS XCONTINUED)
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20"C, I% CO2 , PET ABSORPTION (FRESH-MATERIAL-AND-.2scfmBASIS)
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20" C, !% CO2 , PEI ABSORPTION (FRESH-MATERIAL-AND-.2scfmBASIS)
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IO0%RH, 20=C, 0.65% C02, PET ABSORPTION(FRESH-MATERIAL- 25_m BASIS)
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0.30% CO?..,I00% _H PEI ABSORPTION(FRESH-MATERIAL-AND-.2scfm BASIS)
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0.30%.. I00% RH,PEI ABSORP';iON{FRESH-MATER_L-AND-.2 scfm_.SlS) (CONT.)
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O'C, 100% RH DOWEXWGRABSORPTION( CORRECTEDTO .2 scfm )
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-'_0 P- A,,=J,_

v _, i.00% uuz,iOO%RH DOwEX WGR ABSORP'I]ON ( CORRECTED TO .2 scfm )
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20"C, 100% RH DOWEX WGRABSORPTION ( CORRECTED TO .2scfm )
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20°C, 100% RH DOWEX WGR ABSORPTION (CORRECTED TO .2scfm)(CON'[)
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ADDITIONAL 20°C DOWEX WGR ABSORPTSON (CORRECTED TO .2scfm )
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ADDITIONAL 20°C DOWEX WGR ABSORPTION ( CORRECTED TO . 2 scfm ) (CONT.)
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4OUt, IO0%RH DOWEX WGR ABSCRPT!ON ( CORRECTED TO .2 scfm )
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70"C, !00% RH DOWEX WGR ABSORPTION [ CORRECTED TO ,,2 scfm)
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Mt/M(: D AT I% CO2, IO0%RH FOR DOWEX WGR
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Mt/M00 AT I% CO2,1OO%RH FORDOWE× WGR(CO:,TINUED)
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Mt/Mo0 AT 0.30% CO 2, 100% RH FOR DOWEX WGR
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Mt/MoD AT 0.30% COp.,IO0%RH FOR DOWEX WGR (CONTINUED)
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ADDITIONAL 20°C,IO0%RH DOWEX WGR ABSORPTION
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L
ADDITIONAL 200C, 100% RH DOWEXWGR ABSORPTION (CONTINUED)
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REGENERATION OF O°C,l%CO 2 PEI RUN (CORRECTED TO .2scfm)
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( FIRST RUN) REGENERATION(coRRECTEDOFT020°C'.2scfml%_02 ABSORPTION
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(SECOND RUN) 20°C REGENERATION OF

20°C, !% CO2, 100% RH PET (CORRFrTED TO ._scfm)
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[SECOND RUN] 70=C REGENERATION OF 20°C,I'A,CO2,IO0%RH PEI (CORRECTED TO .2scfm)
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[THIRD RUN]REGENERATIONOf"20°C, i% C02,100% RH PEI ( CORRECTEDTO ._ schr,) i
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RE'3ENER._TIONOF 20°C,I% CC-2,LOW PH PE.rABSORPTION (CORRECTED TO. 2 scfm )
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REGENERATIONOF._°C, I% CO2 , I00% PH PEt. ABSORPTION(CGERECTED TO .2scf:,+ )
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70_C REGENE,_ATION OF TO"C, I% CO2,1OO%RH PEI ABSORPTION
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REGENER+,TX)N OF 20°C, 0.65% COp, IOO%RH P% ABSORP.qON (CORRECTED TO .2scfm)
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'REGENERATIONOF 0°C,0._,0% CO2 ,100% RH ABSORPTION(CORRECTEDTO .2scfm) PET
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REGENERATIONOF 20°C, O.30%, IO0% RH PEI (CORRECTEDTO. 2 scf m)
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REGEHEP_TIOt]OF40°C, 0.30% CO2 , I00% RH PE1ABSORPTION(CORRECTEDTO.2scfm)
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70°C REGENERATION OF'70°C,0.50%, IO0%RH PET ABSORPT:CN ( CORRECTED TO _scfm }
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REGENERATIONOF O=C, t.O0% CO2, tO0% RH DOWE)CWGR (CORRECTEDTO .2scfm )
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REGENERATIONOF FIRST2.0"C,I.00%C02,I00% RH DUW'r..Z.XWGR (CORRECTED TO. 2scfm i
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REGENERATION OF SECOND 20°C, 1.00% C02,100%RH IXTHEX WGR(CORRECTED TO .2term )
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REGENERATIONOF 40=C, 1.0(3%CO2,100% RH DOWEXWGR(CORRECTEDTO .2 _=fro )
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REGENERATIONOF TO'C, 1.00% CO2,iO0%_'_HDOWEX WGR(CORRECTEDTO. gscfm )
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REGENERATIONOF 20"C,0.65 % CO2 , 100% _ H DOWEXWGR(CORRECTEDTO . 2 scfm )
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REGE'NERATiONOF 0°C,C,.30% C02,100%RH DC_V£×WGR ( CORRECTED 'TO .2 scfm )
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REGENERATION,_ ;;O°C,0.:50% C02,100% RH DOWEX( CORRECTEDTO.2scfm )
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REGENERATIONOF40°C,0.30°/,,C02,I00%RH DOWEXWGR(CORRECTEDTO.2.scfm)
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REGENERATIONOF70"C,0.30%C02DOWEXWGP,(CORRECTEDTO.2scfm)
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RFGENERATIOh!OF 20°C, 0.30% C02,. 100% RH OOWEX WGR(CORRECTEDTO.2scfm)
(WITHOUT RE-WETTING SURFACE)
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APPENDIX D: DESIGN CALCULATIONS
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CALCULATIONS FCR DESIGN OF OPERATIONAL AIR PURIFICA-

TION SYSTEM

1. ) _'rom reference Z, CO 2 production by exhalation is . 56

LtB/hr "man at 760 _nm and 0°C and frm_n reference 29, H20 produc-

tion by exha]ation is 1.7Z moles of HzO per mole of CO 2 or . 704

grams of H_O_ per grarn of CO Z. The CO Z estimate seems low, and

perspiration as a source of gaseous water is :_ot£aken into account.

Z. ) More reasonable estimates are available in reference 30,

which is a comprehensive review. This gives . 106 pounds COz/hr per

man by exhalation and . 090 pounds HxO/hr-man by both exhalation and

perspiration.

3. ) From step Z, t_o men will produce (Z)(.106)(453.6)=96. Z

grams COz/hr and (Z)(.09)(453.6)=81.7 gralns HzO/hr.

4. ) To provide a resin reserve to compensate for incomplete

regeneration assume that each absorption cycle runs until 70% of total

Mt/M =. 7.absorption is reached, i. e _o

5. ) From Figure 35, Mr/Moo =. 7 is reached at Z0°C with

0.65% CO z hi the gas phase ard 100% RH after 314 minutes.

6. ) From Figure 7, Mco =z. 17 meg per gram of resin, or

(Z. 17)(4411000) =. 0955 grams of CO Z per gram of resin.

i
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7.) From steps 4 and 6 then, (.7)(.0955) = . 06685 grams of

CO 2 are actually absorbed per gram of resin.

grams COz) t314 min8.) From steps 3 and 5, (96• Z hr. _60 min hr. '=503"7

grams of CO 2 must be absorbed during each 314 minute cycle.

9.) From steps 7 and 8, (503.7 grams CO2)( 1 gram resin )
• (_85 grams CO 2

= 7538 grams of resin are required per CO 2 absorber bed.

10. ) Since the water capacity of this resin is 2 grams of water

per gram of resin, each CO Z bed will contain 2x7538 or 15076 grams

of water.

11. ) from steps _ and 5, the total amount of water vapor _

added to the air during one cycle is 428 grams,

12. ) Since the rate of CO 2 absorption is independent of the !

gas flow rate, the minimum gas flow is the one which passes 503.7 _

grams of CO 2 into the column in 314 minutes at PCO Z = . 0065 atm. : !i

503.7 grams CO z)(1 gram mole CO Z tl gram mole gas
314 minutes" 4"4 _a-'m_s "C-_z ")':0065 grammole CO:

1 pound mole _ 359 scf , i(453.6 gram moles I x (1 pound'mole .j = 4. 432 scfm.

!
13. ) The minimum gas flow for wa, ter absorption of 50% RH i

428 grams HzO ,tl gram dry air

is to be maintained is: ( 314 minutes } _:0073Z grams_O'

(1. 0073 grams wet ai r) (1 gram mole air_ ,1 pou__ d mole
1 gram dry air Z9 grams ai_ " x _453.6grammoles ) x
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359 scf

"{Ipound mole %. = 5. 114 scfm.

14. ) From IZ and 13, the minimum gas flow rate is 5.114scfm.

15. ) The water which must be added to the air in the air humid-

ifier column to provide 100% RH air to the CO Z absorber column is:

Z o rZ9 pounds grams
00732 grams HzO (5 8 R) _359 scf ) (5. 114 scfm) (453.6 pound )

(.00732 gram dry ai[")49Z°R

(314 rain) = 471.3 .
grams

16. ) Total water removal in the water absorber beds must then

be 428 + 471.3 = 899.3 •

grams

17. ) The theoretical resin requirement is then (899.3 grams

1 gram resin I

HZO) (Z grams HZ0' = 449.7 grams. However, since 50%RH a_.r is to be

produced, and not 100% RH a'r as would be the case if complete water

• 100, (449.7) 899.3 gramssaturation of the particles were attained, [-_-_l =

of resin per water absorber bed is required.

18. ) Since two beds of each type are needed for continuous
%.

operation, the total resin on hand must be 2(7538+899.3) = 16875 grams

or 37. Z pounds.

19.) Th_ total water is Z[Z(7538) + 899.3] = Z(15975.3)

= 31951 grams = 70.4 poimds.

! t
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Z15

Z0. ) The totalvolume occupied is approximately I.5 ft3 for

the four beds.

Zl. ) The water storage container should be able to hold all

the condensed water from one regeneration, a maximum of 12. 1

•_.'_ 1 =.194 ft 3
pounds. Its volume should then be:
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RE GE_E RAT ION

The PEI-ECH resin bed has been satura*ed to 70"/0of its equi-

librium capacity in contact with 0.65"/0CO z in air at Z0°C and ]0G_,,

RH. The amount of CO Z pre_ent on the resin is (.70) (Z. 17 meq/@

= Io 519 meq/_. It is desired to find the equilibrium composition of

the gas above this beu "the temperature is raised to 30, 40, r_ 60,
.684

. ,, +.!6
70, and 80°C. CAPACIq2Y = Kp and K = . lJ,_xe _-_ -. 1397

i0789/T CO z ox Vapor pressu:'e_ of water are from leference 31.

pO ,141 7. P__(rnm)
HzO(mm) t:"_'--) CU i7(°c) T!OK) 789/'r .K ,

30 303 Z. 604 56. 1 3 !. O Z. 5Z6 3.88

40 313 Z. 522 46.4 55.8 3. 050 5, 11

50 3Z3 2.444 38.8 9Z. 9 3. 649 6.64

60 333 Z. 370 3Z. 7 149. 1 4. 332 8, 5Z

70 343 2. 301 27.9 Z34. 4 5. 075 10.76

80 353 Z. 237 24. 1 355.0 5. 880 13.3Z

Z0 ?,93 2. 693 68.9 17.6 Z. 054 ;_.e7

Resin is saturated at 0.65"/0(if0.65"/0gas is left above it)

when K = 1.519/(.0065) 684 = 47.6, i.e. T _39°C. At 30°C,, this gas

ha_ 1O0"/0RH, but, if heated to 80°C its RH is only -_"/0.This means

that thls gas will not inhibit water vaporization to any great extent, but

itw_!] certainly inhibit CO Z removal. Hence thi_ gas must be purged

first.

Now we will d_ter:r, ine PCO Z above the bed if there Js initially

no CO Z above it at all, PCOz = (CAPACITY/K)I. 46Z (760)=(I.519/K)(9_Z_I. 46;,mm

PCOz = (141.7/K) I"46Z.

i
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The ratio of water to CO Z in the bed is:

Z/18 mole H20/gram re_in
= iii/I. 519 = 73. I. Ehis ratio, at

i. 5i3xi0 "3 moles CO2/gran-, resin

80°C, in the ga_ phase, must be 355/13.32 = Z6.65. This means that

CO 2 wi]_ come off the resin 73. I/Z6.65 --2. 74 times as fast as H20

initially-.

Assuming that the ratio of HzO to CO Z is apCOnstant; then the

ratio of partial pressures will always be PH20 _ HzO which we

PCO z PCO Z

• 355
have seen to Del_ = 26.65. With CO_,.coming off the resin Z. 74

times as fast as water, all the CO 2 should have been removed when

I00
only Z. 74 - 36.5g0 of the water hat vaporized.

It must be argued that this gaseous pressure ratio cannot he

expected to remain constant because the supply of CO Z (on the resin)

is being depleted so much faster than the supply of water. There are

two compensating points however. First, the depletion means that the

H20/CO2 ratio in the solid phase is also increasing (aithougn not as

rapidly). The relative value of (HzO/COz)RESI N/(HzO/CO Z) GAS will

not increr=se as rapidly as either of the individual ratios. Second, the

vapor pressure of water above the resin, is substantially less than that

above pure water (i. e. 355 ram). (For an ideal solution, which this

p o
assuredly is not, HZ O would i,e303 ram, based on t_:o grams of water _

per __arn of --i_n_% The ratio in the denomL-.ator of the above ex- 'i

pression is thereby decreased. Thu&, itis felt that the me*__od em-

ployed gives a reasonable estimate of the water vaporized.

i
' i
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HEAT LOAD

03.7 moles) (x I BtuHEAT OF' REACTION" (Ixl04moleCal) (.5 44 cal. ) = 454 Btu252

SENSIBLE HEAT :

cal _o1(_7.1 Btu ....CO Z ABSORBER: (60C°)(1 gram' 52 ca! ;_1_'_8x3 grams)

= 5385 Btu

cal ., 1 Btv_ _.
H20 ABSORBER: (60C°)(1 gram'C°)_5Z ca! A8q9"3xZ grams)

= 429 Bn_

LA_TF.NT HEAT:

CO 2 ABSORBER: (365_( 15076,453.6 Btu• pounds)(992.6 pe-_nd' -- 12040 Btx:

.89_. 3 Btu .

HzO ABSORBER: _3.--_ pounds)(992.6 p-_,nd9 --1970 Btu

TOTAL H/AAT REQUIREMENT = Z0278 Btu per cycle

20278 Btu,,60 minutes 1000 watt. h_,
POWg,:a = ( 314 min _t hr )( _1._ _ _ = 1134 watts

MA_XIMUM CONDENSER COOLING REQUIREMENT 'provided all the

water vaporized is recondensed):

LATENT HEAT + WATER SENSIBLE HEAT + CO Z SENSIBLE

HEAT = (IZ040+!970)+ (.365)(_)(_385)_429)

cal )(_npo_, I Btu _ = 14010+ !525
+(503.7 grams)(. Zggram. ce ,_,_ P_ZSZ Cal.)

+ 26 = 15561 Bt_a in 314 min, or an average of 29?0 Btu/hr

HEAT REMOVED FRO_I BEDS (to return them to Z0°C) = Z0278-15561

= 47!7 Btu
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hltroduction of a membrane which seF, arate;_ CO?, and watez"

vaDgr (3Z} does rot yield any decrease: in coolhig requirements. Ever.

though the ratio of water to CO 2 permeabi.l".ty is low e,_ough {3200/280

= 11.43 for eilicone rubber), so tha'_ eorne separ:-:_ion could take place

before condensation, the water retained ,vould still be in the vapor

a__,er condensation is unnecessary, sh_.ce it it hopedphase. Sep_ration ¢_

that only a small amount of wa_er wi]1 be lost. fZ the loss is substan-

tial, however, such a membrane, placed after the con6enser where the

water to CO_ -';r__o should be quite a bit less than li. 43 could recycle

some water vapor back to the condenser.

L

i
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HUl_ fIDIFLER DESIC, N

This device will be _,uiit along the lines of a conventional shell

and tube heat exchanger. The tttubes_' will consist of cylinders of thin,

stiff wire mesh lined with a porous felt-like materia".. Liquid water

from the shell side diffuses through the felt and evaporates into the

tube-side air stream, from. the inside surface. As is shown in the Iol-

lowing set of ca_.culations, a square sheil Z5 inches or. a side and one,

long which contains 86 one-foot long, 1_' outside diameter tubes
foot

of rnesh, each lined with _ thick wicking mater_al, should be ad,:quate

to process 5. 114 scfm of 50% RH 20°C air to a humidity in excess of

90% RH at 20°C. This device occupies 2,. 2 cubic feet and cor.ta_s 106

pounds of liquid water at 20°C (see step 12 of the calculaticns!.

CALCULATIONS:

1. ) The molar rate of water transfer N A is to be:

(5. 11_ scfm)(29 Ibs. air/359 scf)(60 min/hr)(. 00732 lbs water/

lb. air) x (1 lb.-moie water/18 lbs. ) = 1.01xl0 -2 lb. -moles/hr
H. /18

= in

g. ) The inlet water mole fraction in the a'ir Yin ,]29-_t..' u /18

= 1. 167x10 Z _n

3. ) For 90% RH exit couditior, s, Yout = Z. 077x10 -2

4. ) The h_.terfacial waZer mole fraction for a completely wet

surface is calculated from the saturat,.'en humidity at the water tern-,

.01464 _'

perature, Yi = 187Z9+. _4" = 2. 300x10 't;

5. ) Assuming that the usual logarithmic mean driving force

Yout - Yin -3
prevails, theu Ay = ...... - 5.60xI0

Yi" 7in }
ln_'_i .'Z Yout"

6. ) The interracial area for a bundle of n tubes of diameter DT

and lengt, h L i_ _rnD,,L
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7, _ The mass transfer ceefficient k is related to the gaseous
h Y

heat tr_.._.sf_r coeff._cien'c h bv------Y-_ = G, 7=A
•_r • ") ('1 1_.
Y _Y

Y
8, ) For heat transfer to a fluid i'a laminar flow the equation (31)

kTH W Cp l

for hy is hy = 2 _T'" (TkTH L )'_' where kTH is the thermal conductivity,

Cp the. heat capacity at constant pressure, and W_ the mass flov," rate.

9. ) For air inside a tube bundle flow__ng at 5. 114 scfm at Z0°C,

Z. 67
h -" ]-/3where D T is in inches and i_._,is in feet
Y D T (nL)

10. ) Applying the mass transfer equation (31):

N A= ky(Ay) Ayields- nL = 85.6, so that 86 one-foot long tubes

should suffice.

I I. ) Taking a 1" inside diameter, I_, thickness wicking, tri-8

an_xlar pitch stacking and Z_ L center-to-center distance in a square

shell, Z. 18 it 3 are taken up.

1Z. ) If no probleln of dry spots on the wicking material exis'4

the center-to-center distance caw. be reduced, so tha_ the total volume

and the amount of stored water can be substantially decreased. (see

Table 17).
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EST_._ATE OF HEAT EXCHANGER-CONDENSER SIZE

I. ) Fron_. the section on heat loads, the average cooling re-

quiren, e-nt of the condenser is 2970 Btu/hr.

Z. ) If the h,iet gas is at 80°C (176°F} and the exit gas is at

%0°C (68°9 ") and the coolant at t (OF) the logarithmic means temper-c

ature gradient is:

176 -68
At = "_176-tc This assumes that the liquid droplets

of condensate are carried along with the gas because of the zero gravity

environment. The gas centrifuge separates them just prior to ventin s.

3. ) The a, ea for heat transfer in a tube bundle of n tubes of in-

side diameter D T and length L is: Tr n D T L.

4. ) Assuming a heat transfer coefficient of 2 Btu/hr'ft 2. OF and em-

ploying the usual heat transfer equation {31):
176 - t

C

q = n A _t yields: 5Z. 6 (In 68 - t ) = n D T L where D T is in
C

inches and L is in feet.

5. ) For I" ID t_Ibes used with 3Z°F coolant:

nL = 7Z. 9.

6. ) If 73 1" I.D, one-foot long tubes are packed on triangular

1
pitch, with 2_ inch center-to-center distance in a cylindrical shell,

less than 2 ft 3 of space is required.
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